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Writer and director Charlton Heston, physicist Edward Teller, physician Helen Caldicott, and retired Admiral Gene La Roque participated in a nuclear
[freeze round-table debate Monday afternoon. Heston and Teller took the anti-f reeze side, while caldicott and La Roque argued for a freeze. See page 2 for
[related stories.

Opposing views expressed at nuclear freeze debate
by Blair Palese
assistant news editor
Four panelists presented opposing views concerning a possible
nuclear weapons freeze to over 1000
spectators in a round table discussion held Monday, in Tillman
Auditorium.
Retired Admiral Gene La Rocque
and Helen Caldicott support the
freeze as a necessity in avoiding
world destruction while physicist
Edward Teller and actor-director
Charlton Heston oppose the freeze
because it will jepordize the equal
strength that maintains peace.
La Rocque said he supports a
strong military posture, but,
"neither we nor the Soviets need
more nuclear weapons. If we don't
learn to live together we're going to
die together." La Rocque is the cur-

rent director of the Center for
Defense Information in Washington, D.C.
Teller, one of the chief developers of the first hydrogen
bomb, said, "We can decrease the
probability of war with the development of more defensive weapons." This, he said, is vital to
maintaining and protecting our
country.
He also said the American public
is kept in the dark about the exact
number of weapons produce by the
United States and the U.S.S.R.
"We are misinforming our own
people," he said, for security purposes. These facts are something
that need to be presented to the
people so that they can make their
own decision, according to Teller.
Caldicott, founder of Physicians
for Social Responsibility, opened

Presidents Cabinet rejects
$20-traffic fine system
by Cindy Powell
editor in chief
Parking tickets will not cost the
recently-recommended $20 next
year if University President Bill
Atchley adopts the alternative plan
proposed by the President's Cabinet
Monday morning.
According to the cabinet's proposal, a $5-fine will be assessed to
those illegally parked in timed
spaces, with multiple ticketing
authorized, and a $10-fine will be
given to those parked in all other
unauthorized spaces. Illegal parking
in handicapped spaces and towable
offenses will cost $50 and $30,
respectively.
In addition, the proposal states
habitual offenders —presently
defined as those with 10 or more
violations — will face some type of
administrative action that will
include possible suspension or expulsion from the university.
I think this is a positive step
toward traffic fines, especially for

the habitual offender," Student
Body President Kirby Player said.
"We're trying to stop the habitual
offender without punishing the entire student body."
Player stressed the proposal is
still in the planning stages and there
are still some problems to be worked
out, however.
'The wording is still not definite
and any changes will have to go
back through the cabinet to be approved," he said. The President's
Cabinet will probably meet again
Monday morning to discuss the
plan further.
According to Student Senate
President Keith Munson, the major
problem with the proposal is the asyet undefined administrative action. The plan presently states that
habitual offenders will get a letter
sometime after receiving their tenth
ticket asking them to appear in
front of the student government
trial court to be sentenced.
Vice President for Student Affairs
see Parking fines, page 7

with a statement saying, "If a
20-megaton bomb was used it
would explode with the heat of the
sun, immediately killing everyone
within a six-mile radius, and all
those within a 26-mile radius would
later die of exposure to radiation."
She said a freeze is the only method
we have to guarantee our country's
survival.
In contrast, Heston said he did
not believe a nuclear weapons
freeze would be feasible because it
would be "unnegotiable, unequal
and unverifiable." Historically the
Soviets have broken most treaties
they have agreed to since their
founding, he said. Listed by Heston
were a number of treaties, including
SALTs I and II, as examples of
violations.
Agreeing to a nuclear arms
freeze, according to him, would
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the possibility of a plus-minus
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find out more.
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that the U.S.S.R is in an inferior
position defensively, "of course
they are going to try to catch up to
the amount of weapons we have,"
he said.
According to Heston, "a freeze
proposal would be, "an irrelevant
and useless document." Teller, in
agreement, said newly developed
defensive weapons will be more accurate and less destructive.
With time allowed by defensive
weapon increases, Teller said he
thinks we can, "look to a future for
our children and grandchildren that
would have different dangers and
not the danger of nuclear war."
Caldicott maintained that nuclear
weapons must be eliminated if we
are to survive. If a freeze is not instituted, she said, "We will destroy
everything we love."

Faculty Senate looks into
illegal student scholarship

• Student body presidential candidates debate, page 3.

• The Clemson Player's latest
play, "Working," will open Feb. 19
at 8 p.m. For more information,
see page 15.

send a false message to the Soviets
as well as to NATO nations. Participating in a weapons freeze
would only serve to stress what
Heston called, "our weak will and
lack of commitment."
Both Caldicott and La Rocque
emphasized in their statements that
the United States and the Soviets
are equally responsible for the arms
escalation we are involved in.
The United States has been arming, training, and practicing for a
nuclear war, La Rocque said, and it
is leading us on a course that is uncontrollable, unwinable, and unsurvivable.
Teller said that no matter what
amount of money our country allots
for defense, the Soviets will continue to spend as much as they are
able to afford.
La Rocque countered by saying

The Faculty Senate voted Tuesday afternoon to adopt the report
and recommendations given by an
ad hoc committee concerning a
scholarship given to a friend of a
football recruit in 1978. This incident is one of the 70 violations
brought out in the recent NCAA investigation.
Senator Stephen Melshimer of
the College of Engineering
presented the report. The committee met with Corinne Sawyer,
chairman of the university scholarship and awards committee, and
University President Bill Atchley.
The report stated that the girl involved was enrolled and on scholarship at another college when she
applied to Clemson as a transfer
student.
She did not receive an academic
scholarship from the university.
She was turned down by the
Scholarship 'and Awards Commit-

tee. After being turned down,
however, the student was awarded
a grant-in-aid from the President's
Special Discretionary Fund — a fund
set up to help students with special
problems who don't fall under any
one form of financial aid.
The report states, however, that
"no reason is known for the selection of the student in this case other
than her association with the football prospect."
The girl received $2000 a year until her graduation, even though the
football player left the university
after two years, Melshimer said.
She did not graduate with honors.
The committee recommended
three procedures to ensure the
proper use of the funds in the
future. The first is that when the
university president makes a
tenative selection, that the selection
and the reasons for it be reviewed
by both the Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs and the
Office of the Provost. One official
, see Faculty Senate, page 7
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Physician speaks against nuclear arms
by Jan Jordan
and
Nancy Snow
staff writers
Helen Caldicott, National
President of Physicians for Social
Responsibility, spoke Monday night
about the dangers of nuclear
weapons and post-nuclear results
on the world's population.
'The world is a terminally-ill patient," she said, describing the
nuclear world in terms of a patient,
its background, causes, and treatment.
"Every major country is targeted
by someone," she said. She explained
the redundancy, or overkill, of
nuclear weaponry by saying that
"approximately 65 nuclear weapsons are aimed at New York City
alone."
"Britain, France, and the United
States each have enough nuclear
arms to destroy Russia,' she said,
"and China could destroy most of
it." She also said that there were
presently five nuclear nations, but
there would soon be more.
Citing a typical urban center such
as Atlanta as a potential nuclear
target, Caldicott said, "If we used a
20 megatron bomb, it explodes with
the heat of the sun, immediately
killing everyone within a six-mile

radius, and all those within a
26-mile radius would later die
because of exposure to radiation."
Caldicott said Reagan is planning
a 17,000-arms increase within the
next 10 years as part of the Pentagon plan signed by Caspar
Weinberger, former secretary of
defense.
She said it is very critical for
citizens to act now because by
December of this year it could be
too late for any arms-control
negotiations.
"If Reagan goes through with his
plan to deploy the Perishing-II and
cruise missiles in West Germany by
the end of this year, arms control is
finished," she said.
Caldicott went on to explain that
the United States does not need to
build up arms because America has
30,000 nuclear weapons and Russia
has 20,000. "America's bombs are
small and accurate, whereas Russia's
are big and clumsy," she said.
Remarking on why the public
hasn't reacted enough, she used the
term "psychic numbness."
'To most, nuclear war is so scary
that we don't even want to think
about it, so most of us go around
disbelieving the horrible effects of
it." she said.
She showed the relative unawareness of nuclear arms history by say-

ing that "a lot happened because information was classified, but the
people, at the onset, did not think
about what they were doing
because it scared them." Similarly,
she said that "the people who make
bombs today do not think about
lives. They think about money."
The therapy she suggested for the
American people is two-fold.
"First, you should use your
democracy; it is of, by, and for the
people. Get out and write to your
legislators and educate the rest of
the public."
Secondly, she sajd 26 percent of
the voting public voted for Reagan,
and yet 75 percent of the voting
public want a freeze.
According to Caldicott, "You
must know how your legislatures
are voting on this issue and start
taking responsibility to lead the
leaders."
Caldicott, a former pediatrician
and mother of three, noted that at a
recent talk, a young child of eight
years old responded," No one likes
to be given a broken present," referring to her life and the real sense of
hopelessness even young children
are feeling.
Caldicott said, "We live on borrowed time every day, even child
ren can sense it."
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SUMMER JOBS
THE TRYON CO., INC.
Will be interviewing
in room 807, Student Union,
Thursday, March 24,
between 10 AM -2:30 PM
Also between 4 PM and 7 PM
Job will involve approximately
14 weeks' work in Charlotte area
'800.00 a month plus Bonus
Students who can't make the interview,
call (704) 524-0572

All vests and outer-wear
30-50% off

Admiral favors a nuclear arms freeze
by Jayroe Roberson
staff writer
Retired Admiral Gene LaRoque,
founder and director of the
Washington, D.C.-based Center for
Defense Information, spoke to
students Tuesday morning, advocating a nuclear arms freeze.
Laroque addressed four questions
regarding nuclear war: Will there be
a nuclear war7 Can we win it? Will
we survive it? Can we defend
ourselves against a nuclear attack7
Answering the first question,
LaRoque said yes, there will be a
nuclear war. "We're on the course
right now and we've not changed
that course," he said.
Answering , the second question,
LaRoque asserted that we cannot
win a nuclear war because the
military simply cannot control one.
Because of radiation, communications would be cut, and there would
be no way to coordinate a war.
The government ought to "level
with the American public and let
them know we don't know how to
win a nuclear war," said LaRoque.
Addressing the third question,
LaRoque said, "I don't know how
anything will survive. Nobody
knows." He said the only way to
know is to actually have nuclear

LaRoque said the answer to the
fourth question is hard for most to
understand. There is no defense
against a nuclear missile. "We can't
stop theirs and they can't stop
ours," he said.
LaRoque then asked students to
ask themselves the fundamental
question: Why do we hate the
Russians? He said that most
presidential advisors have not addressed this question, nor have they
even gone to a Communist country.
He believes that the absence of this
understanding in the high positions
of government is dangerous.
"We need to understand and cooperate with the other 159 countries
[of the world 1 more, specifically the
U.S.S.R.
LaRoque suggested students involve themselves with the issue by
calling the comment line at the
White House, (202) 456-7639. He
also suggested inviting a Soviet official or student to speak at the
university.
LaRoque also recounted the
changing defense policy of the
United States since World War II,
citing the National Security Act of
1947. This act divided the world
into several regions and placed a
military man in charge of United
States interests in each region. As a
result, military policy now domi-

nates foreign policy and much of
domestic policy, he said.
LaRoque explained where the
United States defense budget goes:
10 percent to the direct defense of
the United States, 20 percent to
manufacture and transport of
nuclear weapons, and 70 percent to
defending our allies and protecting
our interests overseas.
"I'm tired of protecting
Germany," LaRoque said, and he
warned students that if there is an
increase in the defense budget, that
is where the money will go.
The Admiral complained of the
monetary excesses in the military.
"We treat the military like sacred
cows," he said, as he cited veterans'
pay, pensions, benefits, and high
retirement pay. He also believes
there are too many people employed by the military.
LaRoque started his 31-year military career aboard a destroyer in
Pearl Harbor. He spent 13 years
aboard the destroyer, seven years in
the Pentagon, seven years in war
college, and was a member of the
Joint Chiefs of Staff.
He was at the university to
participate in the StromThurmond-Institute-ofGovernment-and-Public-Af fairssponsored roundtable discussion on
the effect of a nuclear arms freeze.
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College
Graduates
BECOME A LAWYER'S ASSISTANT.
• Program approved by American Bar Association.
• Day or Evening classes available.
• Employment assistance.
A Representative from The National Center tor Paralegal
Training's Lawyer's Assistant Program will be on campus
on Wednesday, Mar. 2, from 9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. at the
Placement Office to meet interested students. For more
information contact the Placement Office or The National
Center for Paralegal Training, 3376 Peachtree Road, NE,
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Please send me information about a career as a lawyer's
assistant.
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Physicist speaks on gamma rays
by Betsy Russell
news editor
Edward Teller, a physicist from
Stanford University and the Hoover
Institute, spoke Monday morning
on the stuff that science fiction is
made of.
Teller's speech touched on such
topics as gamma-ray bursts, super
novas, black holes, and white
dwarfs.
Gamma-ray bursts are a
phenomenon that has been discovered in stars. Gamma rays are

very high energy radiation that appear about 20 days after a super
nova occurs, said Teller. A super
nova is a star that explodes.
However, gamma rays don't occur
after every super nova. "It is not
understood up to this day," Teller
said.
He went on to offer several
theories, including black holes,
white holes, black dwarfs, and mutant stars, he said the black-hole
theory is the current favorite. He
also said that "the only feature these
things have in common is that they

will probably not be the explanation of gamma rays."
Teller said that the best way
super novas can be observed is if
several satellites in different positions all pick it up. He has formulated one solid idea: that super
novas are extra-gallactic. "I don't
think it is useful to try to explain
phenomena with one explanation,
however," he said.
Teller was in Clemson to participate in the nuclear freeze debate
held Monday afternoon.
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Presidential candidates debate issues
by Nancy Tringali
staff writer
The traffic system, the library,
and communications beween students and administrators are all
areas that need improvement
through student involvement, according to the three candidates running for the office of Student Body
President.
The
candidates,
David
Lockwood, Keith Munson, and
David Stalnaker, answered questions from four panelists and a student audience during a Tuesday
night debate sponsored by the College Republicans.
In dealing with the problem of
too few parking spaces, Lockwood
said he would like to create more
30-minute timed spaces on the west
side of campus, and is looking into
the possibility of getting more
30-minute spaces in the Benet parking lot.
Munson supports current Student Body President Kirby Player's
executive package, which calls for
more timed . spaces along South
Palmetto Boulevard beside Calhoun
Courts. He said the need for more
spaces all over campus is becoming
increasingly evident.
"As we move to a pedestrian campus, we'll need more spaces around
the perimeter of campus," Munson
said. 'The master plan is trying to
expand parking there."
Stalnaker said the current traffic
structure treats the symptom, but not
the cause of the parking problem.
"We need to either decrease the
number of cars on campus or find
more spaces," Stalnaker said.
Upgrading the library was also
named as a primary goal, and in
discussing ways in which to improve it .the candidates blamed the
university's 2-percent budget cutback for the lack of funds needed
for the library.
"We need to look for new ways to
save money," said Lockwood, citing
fewer classes and early retirement
programs for administrators as
possible ways to conserve funds for
other use.

Munson said lobbying state
legislators through the South
Carolina Student Association is the
most effective way to increase
Clemson's percentage of the budget,
and he supports the proposed onecent-sales-tax increase to prevent a
$1.3 million budget cutback, currently proposed by the state
legislature.
Stalnaker said funds to improve
the library could be raised through
the private sector, and he would
like to see an increase in service projects and corporate and alumni giving to help the library.
The candidates suggested having
more open forums and producing a
more efficient newsletter in an effort to improve communications
between students, student government, and administrators.
Stalnaker's platform calls for a
shorter newsletter to be published
at more frequent intervals.
"In this way, we'd get better
response time," Stalnaker said. 'The
information that comes out now
isn't current, and the newsletter is
lengthy and expensive."
Lockwood agreed that the newsletter needs to come out sooner,
and also feels more open forums on
a wider variety of issues are needed.
He believes the most important key
to effective communication between students and faculty is willingness to sacrifice time to listen.
'The administrators are very willing to help students," Lockwood
said, "and communication with
them is very important."
Munson believes convenience to
students is essential in obtaining
their opinions. "I implemented-the
Student Senate survey this year
which allows students to give i nput
in their own time," he said.
In discussing platform issues,
Lockwood stressed his dedication
and willingness to work for
students.
Lockwood is a junior agricultural
education major from Charlotte,
N.C. His past experience in Student
Government includes serving in the
senate and on the General Affairs

Committee, the College Curriculum
Committee, and the Communications Committee • Lockwood is a
member of Blue Key Honor fraternity. Alpha Gamma Rho fraternity,
and is president of the Student
Agricultural Council.
Munson's platform names relevant experience and sound goals as
his most important qualifications.
"I've worked with Kirby Player,
students, and administrators all
year," Munson said, "and I'm
already working on the goals I've
set."
Munson said the President's
cabinet recently accepted the
traffic-fine resolution the Student
Senate passed under his direction,
fulfilling one of his campaign goals.
Munson, a junior, is a political
science major from Dayton, Ohio.
He is currently president of the Student Senate and a member of the
Athletic Council, the President's
Council, Blue Key, and Tiger
Brotherhood.
David Stalnaker said experience,
perspective, and platform are his
campaign's greatest strengths. "I
think I'm apporaching the university
as a whole," he said. "I'm approaching more issues more specifically, and I've thoroughly researched
them all." Stalnaker's platform
calls for improving the library
facilities, moving the First Friday
parade back to the downtown area,
and setting up a task force to investigate and reduce vandalism.
Stalnaker, from Greenville, is a
junior majoring in political science
and psychology. He has served as a
legal adviser for two years and in
the Student Senate, where he currently chairs the Judiciary Committee.
Tuesday night's debate was
moderated by Wade Allen, chairman of the Public Relations and
Communications Committee. Panelists included Chase Foster, President of Tiger Brotherhood; Blair
Palese, Tiger assistant news editor;
John Pettigrew, 1981-82 Student
Body President; and Betsy Russell,
Tiger news editor.

David Stalnaker
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GIRLS OF CLEMSON
of posing for Playboy's, "Girls of the ACC?" Don't trust your application photo to a
pshot when hundreds of dollars in modeling fees or even a career in modeling could ride on
>od (or bad) your application photos are. Have them done by a professional with years of
e in fashion, glamor, figure photography, and a wide knowledge of Playboy and the Girls
series I can do your application photos for a very reasonable price. Two 8x10 application
photos for only $5.00. Call 654-6463 or 654-4554 for further details.
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ENGINEERING
TAKES ON EXCITING
NEW DIMENSIONS
IN THE
AIR FORCE.
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Computer-generated design for investigating
structural strengths and weaknesses.

Developing and managing Air
Force engineering projects could
be the most important, exciting
challenge of your life. The
projects extend to virtually every
engineering frontier.

astronautical, civil,
electrical, mechanical and
nuclear. Hundreds of diverse
specialties are included in a wide
variety of work settings. For
example, an electrical engineer
may work in aircraft design,
space systems, power production,
communications or research.
A mechanical engineer might be
involved in aircraft structure
design, space vehicle launch pad
construction, or research.
PROJECT RESPONSIBILITY
COMES EARLY
IN THE AIR FORCE

8 CAREER FIELDS
FOR ENGINEERS

Air Force mechanical engineer inspecting
aircraft jet engine turbine.

Most Air Force engineers
have complete project
responsibility early in their
careers. For example, a first
lieutenant directed work on a
Air Force electrical engineer studying aircraft
electrical power supply system.
new airborne electronic system
Engineering opportunities in to pinpoint radiating targets.
Another engineer tested the jet
the Air Force include these
eight career areas: aeronautical, engines for advanced tanker and
cargo aircraft.
aerospace, architectural,

OPPORTUNITIES
IN THE NEW
USAF SPACE COMMAND

Artist's concept of the DSCS III Defense Satellite
Communications System satellite. (USAF photo.)

Recently, the Air Force
formed a new Space Command.
Its role is to pull together space
operations and research and
development efforts, focusing on
the unique technological needs of
space systems.This can be your
opportunity to join the team that
develops superior space systems
as the Air Force moves into the
twenty-first century.
To learn more about how you
can be part of the team, see your
Air Force recruiter or call our
Engineer Hotline toll free
1-800-531-5826 (in Texas call
1-800-292-5366).There's no
obligation.
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Plus-minus grading scale investigated
Investigation into a possible plusminus grading system was the main
issue at Monday night's Student
Senate meeting. The senate's
Academic Affairs Committee
started the investigation last
semester in response to several
independent studies conducted in
recent years.
A report presented by the
Academic Affairs Committee stated
that "a change would lower the
academic standards of the university." According to Danny Shook,
committee chairman, the possible
new system is not feasible.
However, Senator Ray Drew
answered Shook's objections by
proposing an alternative grading
system. Drew's resolution follows:

Letter
Grades
A
B+
C+
C
D+
D
F

Numerical
Grades
90-100
85-89
75-79
70-74
65-69
60-61
no grade

Grade
Points
4.0
3.5
2.5
2.0
1.5
1.0
no
grade
points
The original resolution called for
both a plus and a minus on the
scale.
'The present system is simple,"
Drew said, "but in simplicity versus
accuracy, accuracy overrules."
The entire matter was tabled by
the senate for three weeks so that
student input into the different

possibilities can be obtained.
In other senate matters, Todd
Dowell was unanimously elected to
the open spot in the College of
Engineering, and Chad Larabee addressed the senators with an update
report on the Visitors' Center. According to Larabee, $15,000 has
been donated by the National
Alumni Association and $15,000
has also been donated from Blue
Key's Tigerama Fund.
Senate President Keith Munson
told the senators that he and Rick
Brewer, assistant ticket manager,
and Van Hilderbrand, ticket manager, are looking into ideas for the
selling of season football date
tickets for next year.

University security officer assaulted
by Mary Shveima
features editor
Security Officer Randall
Westhead was assaulted near the
Robert M. Cooper Library last
Saturday, according to Thea
McCrary, university investigator.

Police Beat
"He [Westhead] was trying to
stop four students from throwing
their friend into the reflection
pond," said McCrary. "The person,
whom they were going to throw in
the pond as a birthday joke, had his
arms and legs taped together.
"What resulted was a shoving

match between the students and the
officer," she said. "The incident is
still being investigated."
In other police business, three
students, John Todd, John Stevenson,
and John Boazman, apprehended a
peeping Tom on Feb. 14.
Ervin Koone, the peeping Tom,
was charged with disorderly conduct and will undergo counseling.
In another police report, arrests
have been made concerning damage
to a car Feb. 5'. Ronald Nolte,
Douglas Beckman, and Joseph
Mack were charged with disorderly
conducts Mark Kelly was charged
with malicious injury to real
property. All four are Clemson
students.

A non-student, William Fincher,
was also involved in the incident
but has not been arrested. Fincher
lives in Atlanta, Ga., and has not
been extradited.
"An altercation started between
Mack and Kelly and the other
guys," said McCrary. "Then Kelly
took a stick and broke the windshield of Beckman's car."
Other police reports showed a
continuation of hubcap thefts and
thefts in dormitories. The dorm
thefts during the past week were
mainly in Johnstone. According to
McCrary, people are still leaving
doors open when they leave their
rooms and allowing the chance for
a thief to enter.

Graduate programs under study
by Laura Ferguson
staff writer
The 52 master's programs
presently offered by the university
are now under investigation by a
committee which was formed by
Provost David Maxwell.
The panel, headed by Gene Rich,
Alumni professor of environmental
systems engineering, will identify
the university's areas of excellence,
while it may "weed out" or merge
programs that have been labeled
"continue with warning" or "terminate," said Maxwell.
According to Maxwell, "superior
programs" will be given financial

priority, and the positive evaluation should "insure continued support from the state."
The panel of 18 members, which
includes faculty members and employees form the Business Affairs
Office, has already completed an
investigation on the doctoral level.
Of the 17 PhD programs, two
were named "excellent," one had
"clear potential for excellence," 16
were listed under the "continue" category, four were in the "continue
with warning" group, and it was suggested that two groups of programs
be merged and two be dropped.
The three programs given the
best evaluations were environmental

654-3000
MON.-FRI. LUNCH
GET ONE SLICE OF PIZZA
AND 12-OZ. COKE
FOR ONLY s1
25" DRAFT FROM 11 A.M.
'TIL 5 P.M.
ALSO SERVING QUICHE,
SALADS, SANDWICHES

systems engineering, mathematical
sciences, and agricultural engineering.
The committee also recommended
termination of systems engineering
and textile and polymer sciences by
majority opinion. According to
Clarence Hood, Faculty Senate
president, the faculty was concerned
about the accuracy of the reports
and "they questioned the material in
there [the reports]."
However, accuracy will be improved in the future because "progress has been made through better
communication" with the faculty
about the importance of carefully
answering the questions, said Hood.

photos by Rob Biggerstaff

Kisses, anyone?
The union-sponsored Kissing Booth was evidently a
popular event on valentine's Day.
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SUMMER JOB OPENINGS FOR CAMP COUNSELORS at
Camp Sea Gull (boys) and Camp Seafarer (girls). Serving as
a camp counselor is a challenging and rewarding opportunity
to work with young people, ages 7-16. Sea Gull and Seafarer
are health and character development camps located on the
coast of North Carolina and feature sailing, motorboating,
and seamanship, plus many usual camping activities
including a wide variety of major sports. Qualifications
include a genuine interest in young people, ability to instruct
in one phase of the camps' programs, and excellent
references. For further information and application, please
write a brief resume of training and experience in area(s)
skilled to Don Cheek, Director, Camps-Sea Gull/Seafarer,
P.O. Box 10976, Raleigh, North Carolina 27605.
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IVm cash prizes, publicity and the
chance to compete for the title of Ms.
PP of A Photogenic of 1983 when you
enter this new photo contest sponsored
by Professional Photographers of
America. Inc. and participating
professional photographers.
Women, ages 18-36. whose
appearance and personality can be
captured naturally and attractively in a
photograph could win:

PORTRAIT SPECIAL
FOR PLAYBOY
APPLICATIONS

$2,500°° grand prize
$1,500°° first runner-up prize
$750°° second runner-up prize
$250°° third runner-up prize
plus . ..an all-expense paid trio to PP
of A's 1983 Dallas. Texas convention
for the final judging, and widespread
publicity.
Act now! Contest deadline is May 6,
1983. See us for entry forms and
details.

y

CHUCK STOWE
PHOTOGRAPHY

February is
Price Destroyer
Month
CG

Two 8xl0's

(One Full-Length Bathing Suit,
One Head Pose)

In Natural Living Color
ONLY $10.00 Extra prints available
Evening and weekend appointments available

Call 287-4000

CHUCK STOWE
PHnmaRAPHY
Menu

Domino's
Pizza
Delivers?..
The Price
Destroyer™

All Pizzas Include Our
Special Blend of Sauce
and 100% Real Cheese
Our Superb
Cheese Pizza
12" cheese $4.45
16" cheese $6.45
Additional Items
Pepperoni, Mushrooms,
Ham, Onions, Anchovies,
Green Peppers, Black
Olives, Green Olives,
Sausage, Ground Beef,
Double Cheese, Extra Thick
Crust, Hot Pepper Rings
12" pizza $ .90 per item
16" pizza $1.35 per item

Domino's Pizza breaks
through with The Price
Destroyer™!

•3

No ordinary pizza, The
Price Destroyer™ is
eliminating the high cost
of a 9-item pizza while
bringing you all the
toppings you love!

Call us.
^

CO
vo

Fast, Free Delivery
300 College Ave.
Phone: 654-3082

The Price Destroyer™
Limited portions of
9 items for the price of 5.
Pepperoni, Mushrooms,
Black Olives, Green
Olives, Green Peppers,
Onions, Ground Beef,
Sausage and Ham
12" Price Destroyer™ $8.95
16" Price Destroyer™ $13.20

Our mission: to give you
a dynamite combination
of nine carefully selected
and portioned toppings...
all for the price of
a 5-item pizza
Try our new Price
Destroyer~...it's a winning
combination!

Cola available

Our drivers carry less
than $20.00.
Limited delivery area.

Prices do not include
applicable sales tax.

©1983 Domino's Pizza, Inc.

CO

£

tie
.8

If your pizza does not
arrive within 30 minutes
of your order, present
this coupon to the
driver for $2.00 off
your order.
One coupon per pizza
Expires: 2/28/83

30 minute
guarantee

51
D

Free
Cola!

Fast, Free Delivery
300 College Ave.
Phone: 654-3082
®

30651/5620

2 free colas with any
12" Price Destroyer.™
4 free colas with any
16" Price Destroyer™.
One coupon per pizza
Expires: 2/28/83
Fast, Free Delivery
300 College Ave
Phone: 654-3082

EP.

30651/5620
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Faculty Senate discusses different issues Parking fines
continued from page 1
in each office could be designated to screen
the cases.
The second recommendation is that at the
end of each academic year, a report on all
such awards would be made to the Scholarship and Awards Committee.
Third, to make sure the funds are used
when needed, all members of the Scholarship
and Awards Committee would be told of the
existence of this fund, and encouraged to
bring needy cases to the attention of the
president.
In other business, Senator John Bennett of
the College of Engineering reported the Traffic and Parking Committee's proposed fine
system was not passed by the President's
Cabinet.
Clarence Hood, senate president, said that
the fines will be pretty much as proposed by

We have the best
selection of swimwear,
sportswear and activewear on the beach.
N. Myrtle Beach, S.C.
Across from
the Old Pavilion
(803) 249-5081

the Student Senate. There will be no graduated fine system. The details of the plan are
not final, he said.
Muriel Bishop of the College of Sciences
reported the Scholarship and Awards Committee has chosen the recipients of the Poole
and Pinion Scholarships, the university's
most prestigious awards.
She said the highest applicant had an SAT
score of 1540, and only two applicants had
SAT's lower than 1390.
Senator William Baron brought up the
subject of making Highway 93 safer for
pedestrians to cross. Bennett said that he had
gone to Washington, D.C., to inquire about
other state's crosswalk laws, and he is
presently waiting for information to be sent
to him.
Bennett said there are two states, California and Nevada, which have the law that all
vehicle traffic must stop when a pedestrian

steps into a crosswalk, and that this was the
law he would recommend for South Carolina
if statistics showed that this law worked
Melshimer said that a sub-committee had
been set up to study football-ticket policy for
faculty, staff, and students.
Senator Dorrie Helms of the College of
Sciences reported on the progress of the committee to improve teacher evaluation forms.
The current suggestion is to have the
reports entered into a computer, with the
department secretary in charge of them. "No
one would see the reports on a particular
course except faculty members," said Helms.
A discussion on this subject is being sponsored by the AAUP Feb. 23 at 4 p.m.
The senate also discussed the proposed
university planning committee, proposed
changes in or additions to the faculty
manual, and elected a faculty representative
to the President's Council.

under review
continued from page 1
Walter Cox will take further action if the
violations continue, Munson said.
"Right now we're trying to change all that,"
Munson said. "Once you get a letter, you're
already guilty, and it's silly to go to court just
to be sentenced. And all decisions made by
the trial court have to be approved by Dean
Cox, so he would see it all anyway.
'This is really not appropriate at all,"
Munson said.
The plan will not go into effect until
Atchley gives final approval, and the plan is
printed in The Tiger for three consecutive
weeks, Munson said. In any case, it will not
go into effect until next fall.
"I think they [President's Cabinet] will go
with the plan pretty much as it is now,"
Munson said.

Prerequisite for
Canadian Majors.

We sire looking for girls
interested in being
counselors—activity
instructors in a private
girls' camp located in
Hendersonville, N.C.
Instructors needed
especially in Swimming
(WSI), Horseback Riding,
Tennis, Backpacking,
Archery, Canoeing,
Gymnastics, Crafts, also
Basketball, Dancing,
Soccer, Cheerleading,
Drama, Art, Office Work,
Camp Craft, Nature
Study. If your school
offers a Summer
Internship program we
will be glad to help.
Inquiries: Morgan
Haynes, P.O. Box 400C,
Tryon, N.C. 2878*.

ACROSS FROM MR. KNICKERBOCKER

.

Grandma's
Vegetable Soup
&

Homemade
Corn Muffins
&

Iced Tea

$

2.00

ALL WEEK!
9-3 Mon.-Fri.
11-3 Sat. & Sun.

Molson Golden.That's Canadian

it taste*

The finest ale brewed and bottled in Canada. Imported by Martlet Importing Co., Inc., Great Neck, N.Y. © I982.
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The French Club is sponsoring a trip to New
Orleans March 11 through 15. The cost is $85 and
includes transportation and lodging. For more information call or go by the language office, 201
Strode Tower. Everyone planning to attend must
sign up by Feb. 25,

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Omega Psi Phi Fraternity is having its achievement awards program Sunday, Feb. 20, at 7 p.m.
in Tillman Auditorium. The public is invited and
encouraged to attend.

The Clemson University Young Democrats will
meet Tuesday, Feb. 22, at 7 p.m. in 412 Daniel
Hall. Information concerning the state Young
Democrats' Convention to be held March 4
through 6 will be presented. Interested students
are invited.

The French Club will meet Tuesday, Feb. 22, at
6:30 p.m. in 104 Tillman Hall. The meeting will include wine and cheese aperitif. Afterwards the
group will go to the auditorium for the Performing
Arts Series: "Chopin Lives."
WSBF is looking for a support engineering staff.
No experience is necessary, but an emphasis is put
on electrical engineering qualifications. Call
654-3706 or visit WSBF, eighth floor of the loggia,
for more information.

Baptist Campus Ministry is teaching survival
skills for seminaries. Sessions are held Mondays at
3:30 p.m. at the Baptist Student Union Center.
Everything is tree, and for more information call
4240 or 654-4101.

Daniel Austin, one of the best powerlifters in the
United States, will have a weight-lifting seminar
Saturday, Feb. 19, at 1:30 p.m. in the Clemson
Weight Club facility below the sundeck in Fike.
The public is invited.
The Adventure's Guild is sponsoring a Risk
Tournament March 1 through 3, and 8th and 9th
at 6 p.m. in room 201 of the nursing building. A
$15 cash prize will go to the winner. Sign up at the
Union Desk. Cost is $2 for the non-members and
$1 for members, and must be" paid to James Bost in
advance or at the door.

TAPS' senior staff elections for next year are
Feb. 27. All positions are open. Call the TAPS offices at 2379 for more details.

Weight loss contest! From Jan. 31 until Feb. 15,
Skeet Mack-12 pounds; Drake Heniford-20
pounds. Winner: Heniford.

Wanted: ski rack that locks and will adjust to fit
compact car. Call Sonya at 2420 from 8 a.m. until
4 p.m. weekdays.

Mom, Dad and Kelly - welcome to Tigertown.
thanks for coming so far to see me. I love you. Lee
Lee.

For sale: 56-point ladies' solitaire diamond ring
with a 14kt. gold setting. Call 654-3591 after
6 p.m.

Attention members of Don's Drink of the Week
Club: Meeting Friday at 3:30 p.m. Come prepared
to pass out . . . we're making Long Island Tea.

Wanted: Vol. 1, "General Chemistry-A Learner's
Text," by Joe Allen at Clemson University. Call
Katherine at 654-9689 after 3:30 p.m.

Steve B. -I thought Christmas only came once a
year. I have a lot to learn.

PERSONALS
Mom, please understand that I've had problems
with an overlapping schedule ... Ill get it worked
out. From I forgot.

TAPS is looking for a sports editor. Call Bond at
the TAPS office at 2379 or 8587.

S.S. and T.W., meet Garfield in the loggia Monday, Feb. 21, at 5:30 p.m. Bring a batch of
blueberry muffins because he's hungry.

Funnies, weekdays from noon until 2 p.m.: the
big one quarter-pound beef hotdog costs only a
buck. From 2 p.m. until 8 p.m.: you buy the dog,
we buy the beer.
Don't rely on your fairy godmother for your formal dress this year, and don't spend $150 on a
dress you'll only need once. Kisevalter's Clothing
Company has a few formal dresses left at ridiculously low prices . . . not to mention all winter

Ann, it's a little late, but here it goes . . . Jimmy H:
Ann R. loves you!

The new fad: hospital scrub suits, all sizes,
sm-xl. Call 654-9167.

The Clemson Aeronautical Association is
holding a meeting Monday, Feb. 21, at 8 p.m. in
103 Sirrine Hall. All faculty members and students
are invited.

CLASSIFIEDS

The Clemson Alliance for Peace will hold its
next meeting Tuesday, Feb. 22, at 7:30 p.m. in the
Holy Trinity Episcopal Church.

clothing is 25 percent off. We're squeezed between
the Bean Sprout and Scruples and across from
Knickerbocker's.

Beep- beep and Buzz. Thanks. Please ticket my
car anytime, but remember rates are graduated.
Your Chevette.
Matt, you mean more to me than words can say.
Sorry we weren't together on the 14th. My love
forever. Barb.
Rob T., thanks for Friday night's drinking and
dance. U.S.

Hey Hunter Honey, have a happy birthday!
Please drive safely. Love, "For Real."
Dr. Henry-Thanks for the carrot cake-even
though I didn't get any-Typically, Cindy P.
XT-the cow pasture is not what we were
aiming for. Couldn't you see the plant on the right?
Jane, the block is not that long-Dave.
Dad, I still love you, just not the PM's. Pam
Kathy, it only took two hours this time-a pre
in the making7 Pam
Come on all you cheerleading girls, spare us th<
dark roots.
J.T. -only 10 more days. In case I forget, Happj
Birthday . . . just a bit early!

ARMY ROTC BASIC CAMP
BE ALL YOU CAN BE
FAMILY HAIRCUTTERS
NO APPOINTMENTS NECESSARY
AN INTRODUCTORY OFFER TO NEW CUSTOMERS
With this Coupon
With this Coupon

THE
PROFESSIONAL
PERM

PRECISION

HAIRCUT
(Shampoo and Style)

Regular price s45.00

Regular price n0.95-s15.95

NOW
ONLY

NOW
ONLY

29 95

$095

9

includes

Precision Cut and Style
GOOD ONLY MON THURS

9-12

EXPIRES Z/JW/BJ
2/25/83
EXPlKfcS*
ROGERS PLAZA
123 BYPASS

GOOD ANYTIME
EXPIRES 2/24/83

REDKEN

CLEMSON
654-1902

CLEMSON OFFICE
PRODUCTS, INC.
YOUR OFF-CAMPUS WAY
TO SAVE MONEY

Ad Markers, Balsa Wood, and
Bumwad or Trash Paper
MAILING TUBES &
DRAWING COVERS
10% DISCOUNT
TO STUDENTS
VICTORIA SQUARE

654-6396

FACTS
OPPORTUNITIES: Experience six weeks of exciting, challenging Army life with students from many other campuses across the
United States. Upon completion, you may enter the Advanced Army
ROTC and earn a commission along with $2,500 during your last
two years of college.
LOCATION: Ft. Knox, 35 miles south of Louisville.
ROOM AND BOARD: Lodging and meals are provided.
TIME: There are six summer camp cycles. This allows you to
attend either session of Clemson summer school or work part of
the summer and still attend summer camp. The camp cycles begin
16 May and extend through 19 Aug.
TRAINING: Individual and crew served weapons training; Map
Reading/Land Navigation; Physical Training; Individual and Unit
Tactics; Communications; First Aid; Leadership Techniques.
PAY: Approximately $600 plus travel and expenses.
OBLIGATION: None
SCHOLARSHIPS: Camp students may compete for two-year
full tuition college scholarships.
FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: Call or come by the
Department of Military Science located under Harcombe Dining
Hall next to the University Post Office. PHONE - 656-3107/3108.
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Presidential and vice-presidential forum to be held
The Student Government will sponsor a student body
presidential and vice-presidential forum next Tuesday at
8:30 p.m. The forum, which will permit student questions to
be directed to the candidates, will be held in the Student
Senate chambers.

question-answer style of competition.
Members of the Clemson team were Jerome Grant, Barry
Dover, Lisa Lempke, and Peggy Seiburth. Gerald Carner of
the entomology department coached the team. All members
received plaques, and two trophies were also brought home.
Grant also received a monetary award for the best student
paper presented. Jim Todd, who received his doctorate degree
from Clemson, won the top-research award. He now teaches
at the University of Georgia.

News Digest
WSBF will broadcast the forum live and will take student
questions at the mumbers 2191 and 2195.
All three candidates for president and the four for vice
president will be permitted an opening statement to elaborate
on the issues. The remainder of the forum time will be alloted
to student questions. Everyone is urged to attend the forum or
participate in the radio call-in presentation, said Wade Allen,
communications chairman.

Although Perry and Roberts will be leaving the team,
returnees Atkinson and Nadeau will be aided by rising
sophomores Steven Little and Ronald Knight, alternates who
were unable to attend the tournament. Also not present was
senior Mo Tinsley. The College Bowl Committee of the
University Union is presently recruiting for next year's varsity
team.
. .

_.

Auburn University took second place, the University of PerShing RlfleS SO tO Ma/Of GraS
Arkansas won third place, and Louisiana State finished in
fourth place.

On Saturday, Feb. 12, members of Company C-4 of
Pershing Rifles represented the university in the 1983 "Krewe
of Iris" Mardi Gras parade in New Orleans. Twenty-one
members and friends left late Wednesday night on the 14-hour
drive to the French Quarter.
Company C-4 is invited yearly to march in the parade,
The Clemson Tiger College Bowl team travelled to Knoxthe first major parade of the Mardi Gras season.
ville, Tenn. on Thursday, Feb. 10, and returned with a winning record.
The team, composed of John Roberts, Herman Perry,
William Atkinson, and Tom Nadeau, was unranked and unseeded at the start of the question-and-answer game. Teams
The Gamma chapter of Alpha Epsilon Delta, the prerepresenting schools from Tennessee, Kentucky, Virginia, and medical honor society, is sponsoring a review course to give
the Carolinas were present at the Region Five competition. students a chance to prepare themselves for the Medical ColAmong the teams present were defending National Champion lege Admissions Test (MCAT) and the Dental Admissions
UNC-Chapel Hill, Davidson, and UT-Knoxville.
Test (DAT).
For more information about the review courses or about
The Tigers finished the tournament with a 3-2 record,
placing 8th in a field of 27 teams.
the admissions tests, contact Frank Burtner at 656-3422.

College Bowl team in regionals

Entomology students win contest
Four entomology graduate students won first place in the
Linnaean Game competition held by the South Eastern Branch
Entomological Society of America. Competition took place
Jan. 26 in Little Rock, Ark.
All southeastern states were eligible to participate, and
Clemson played against three other teams.
The games were based on college-bowl rules, using the

MCAT, DAT prep courses offered

Take the movies
to a crowd.

How to make peace withTblstoy

You can throw a movie party that features
three main attractions for just $10.* Pick
your films from 250 titles including the
latest hits and the greatest classics.
Register each week for free movies.
No purchase necessary.

^X
"•"WwwwwMOT^^vwwia^^^
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THE STAGE DOOR
MOVIE STORE
^

GENERAI Foods
iNTERNATJONAl CoffEES

=^
Next to Winn-Dixie in Lakeview Plaza Mall

654-6567 ^

S*Jisse Mocfya

VCR RENTALS. TOO!
' StageDoor Movie Club member price. Non-member rate S15, plus deposit

Store Hours: Open 10-6

SWISS STYLE INSTANT COFFEE BEVE

10-8 Thursday & Friday

!

":■'*.

/ ATTENTION
I BSN CLASS OF
I
'83

The Air Force has a
special
program
for
BSNs.
If selected,
you
can
enter
active
duty soon after graduation — without waiting
for the results of vour
State Boards.
To qualify you must have an
overall 3.0 CPA.
After
commissioning,
you'll
attend
a
fivemonth internship at a
major Air Force facility.
It's an excellent way to
prepare for
the
wide
range
of
experiences
you'll have as an Air
Force
nurse
officer.
For
more
information,
contact:

BOB RESSLER

741 Bultman Dr.
Sumter, S.C. 29150
(803) 773-8931
CALL COLLECT

AIM HIGH

If the academic wars are getting you down, declare a cease-fire. Take a break
with a rich and chocolatey cup of Suisse Mocha. Ifs just one of five deliriously
different flavors from
General Foods®
International Coffees.
—1

GENERAL FOODS® INTERNATIONAL COFFEES.
AS MUCH A FEELING AS A FLAVOR

GENERAL FOODS

•

©General Foods Corporation! 983
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COLLEGE PLACE
PARTY SHOP
(UNDER W. J. BREA'S)

CLEMSON SPORTS BEAT
On Saturday from 5 to 6p.m.
WSBF 88.1 FM presents

"The Clemson Sports Beat"
featuring
Live Interviews with Clemson Athletes
Listener Call-in Segment
and a
Weekend Sports Update

ANNOUNCING THE
BEST BUDGET DEALS
IN
TOWN
|^j|
fmuer
MILLER AND MILLER LITE KEGS - $36.00
LOWENBRAU KEGS-$40.00
"ALL THE INGREDIENTS FOR SUPER
PROFESSIONAL PIZZA"

This week join us as we talk to
Neil Brophy (Distance Freestyler)
and
Ed Jolley (Diver)
two of Clemson's national-caliber
swimmers, 7 divers, preparing for a
big showdown at the
ACC Championship next week

I

WSBF-YOUR CLEMSON
SPORTS LEADER

PIZZA KITS (inc. Crust, Sauce,
M. Cheese, Pep., Hamb., Saus.)
6 12-inch PIZZAS - $11.99
18 7-inch PIZZAS - $11.99
3 12-inch PIZZA (Crust, Sauce, & Cheese)

-

5

5.99

AVAILABLE IN OUR BOTTLE SHOP.
WE HAVE A WIDE SELECTION OF
FAMOUS WINES AND
YOUR FAVORITE LIQUORS
654-5570

GET INTO THE THICK OFJZ

MONDAY

TIGER NITE
2.50 off LARGE PIZZA
1.50 off MED. PIZZA

STUDENT NOTICE
LUNCH SPECIAL

Mini Pizza with Choice of Toppings,
All-You-Can-Eat Salad Bar and
Free Large Tea

ONLY$2.99

5-9 P.M. ONLY
(not valid on delivery)

FREE DELIVERY

11AM-3P.M.
(Sandwich may be substituted for Pizza)

FREE DELIVERY

654-9243

654-9243

SUN.-THURS.-5-10 P.M.
FRI.-SAT.-5-12P.M.

SUN.-THURS.-5-10 P.M.
FRI.-SAT.-5-12P.M.

1
GET INTO THE THICK OF IT

2.00 OFF LARGE PIZZA

( GET KiTO THE THICK OF IT

s

1.00 OFF MED. PIZZA
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Professor combines humor and sociology in lectures
by Wendy White
staff writer
Anyone who has ever taken a sociology
course at Clemson is probably familiar with
the humorous antics and the comic element
which usually accompany the lectures given
by professors in that department. The student will also be familiar with the earnestness
with which these professors pursue their subject. One such teacher is William Wentworth,
assistant professor of sociology.
Amid a collage of words of wisdom and
comic strips on the bulletin board outside
Wentworth's office can be found his
nameplate and his schedule. Both seem to
pale in importance compared to the aforementioned paraphenalia. The board is more
than a place for announcements or reminders, it is a reflection of his personality.
Wentworth seems to pack his lectures with
a humorous twist just as he does his bulletin
board. According to a recent student of his,
Wentworth has a remarkable ability to generate interest in his class, to turn it from a
boring rehearsal of information into an illustration of theory which can be understood.
How does Wentworth manage to transmit
this interest to his students?

"I think it's a matter of my really being interested in teaching and being interested in
my subject as well," said Wentworth. "I work
very hard. I'm serious about sociology, and I
think it's that seriousness that spills over into
humor.
"A lot of kids tell me," he said, "that, 'Gee,
this is the only class I'm having any fun in.'
Maybe that's good and maybe not."
Wentworth graduated Phi Beta Kappa
with a bachelor's degree in psychology from
Indiana University in 1972. He received his
master's in sociology from the University of
Maryland, and in 1978 received his doctorate
in sociology from the University of Virginia.
Wentworth began teaching at Clemson in
the summer of 1979. He is currently'working
in criminological theory, an area which he
has researched for a number of years.
Wentworth's seriousness about sociology
is evident in his daily habit of rising at 5 each
morning. It is during the early morning,
before coming to campus, that he writes and
.studies. This work is important to him
because of the value which he believes
sociology possesses.
"I think a technological education is very
important," said Wentworth, "but perhaps
before we're anything else, we're citizens. The

primary benefit of a liberal arts education is
to equip people for their role as citizens, to
instill in them certain kinds of values, certain
moral priorities and knowledge that will help
them make decisions in their role as a citizen.
That's essentially why I'm serious about
sociology.
"When you teach," he said, "every time you
go into the classroom, you are like an actor.
If you want your students to learn, and it is
in a required class that they don't really want
to learn about, then you have got to not only
give them the information, but kind of soup it
up a little so that their interest is maintained."
In a typical class, humor and analogies are
the two instruments Wentworth employs to
maintain this interest. By adding his touches,
he tries to inject his own energy and enthusiasm into his students. An inquisitive,
talkative class, transformed from a lethargic
one, seems to be his goal.
To Wentworth, the job of teaching each
college class is as exhilarating as a stage performance or an athletic endeavor; he must be
properly motivated, or "up" for the experience every time. With this zealousness diffusing through his classroom, he can keep his
students' attention even on those sleepiest of
afternoons.

William wentworth

Fine arts school provides unique learning experience
by Bob Adams
staff writer
Performers, filmmakers, and
visual artists of tomorrow are being
trained at Greenville county's fine
arts high school, the Fine Arts
Center.
The Fine Arts Center, founded in
1974, serves all students in 15 county
high schools. Its approximately 200
students are made up of mostly
11th- and 12th-grade students.
There are two sessions each day,
one in the morning and one in the
afternoon. The students attend
regular classes at their own high
school during the other half of the
day.
Visual arts, music, dance, film
and video, creative writing, and
theater are the six areas of study offered at the Center. The faculty
members are practicing artists in
their own area who have their
teaching certificates.
When students apply, they submit a transcript and teacher recommendation. During an interview,
they audition, present a portfolio,
or take a placement test depending
on the area in which they are interested.
"All of the students are here
because they want to be," Dr.
Charles Welch, principal of the Fine
Arts Center, said. Welch has been
principal since 1980. The Center has
a "unique atmosphere that is hard to
capture in words" according to
Welch. "We have no bells, but we
do have two cats and a dog," Welch
said.
Katie Fitzgerald, a senior at
Eastside High, has studied at the
Center for three years. Fitzgerald
plays the violin and is a student of
music. She takes strings and AP
music history as her two courses at
'he Center. After high school, she
plans to attend college as a music
major.
Miss Cohen, my teacher, has
high expectations from us. She
won't accept anything less than the
best from us," Fitzgerald said. 'The
faculty really helps because you can
always ask them questions." Since
all of the students are interested in

the arts, they can relate to each
other and become good fnonds, according to Fitzgerald.
"I find it very interesting that this
is the only fine arts center in the
state. It's great and I get a lot out of
it," Gabriella Szenes, a senior at
Hillcrest High- said. In her second
year at the Center, Szenes is studying in the visual arts field. Her
course is titled art survey and includes four subjects —ceramics,
drawing, jewelry, and printmaking.
Each subject is studied for one
quarter.
Szenes plans to attend art school

or an art college after graduation.
She said that she finds the variety of
things that the Center has to be important. The artists and workshops
are a few of the things that the
Center offers, according to Szenes.
Brian Kelley is studying film and
video. A senior at Berea High,
Kelley became interested in filmmaking when his mother began telling him about filmmaking in
California. He began making
regular eight millimeter films, and
then applied to the Center. This
marks his third year at the Center.
Last year Kelley won an award in

the Greenville County Arts Festival
for one of his super eight millimeter
sound films. Kelley said that he
hopes to get a job as a cameraman
for WFBC-TV in Greenville.
Attending the University of South
Carolina and majoring in filmmaking is also a possibility, according to
Kelley.
"I think that more people ought
to find out about the Fine Arts
Center and what it's all about," he
said.
An eighth-grade production of
the musical "You're a Good Man,
Charlie Brown" sparked the interest

in singing for Julia McCracken. She
began taking voice lessons the
following summer and is still taking
private lessons. Now in her first
year at the Center, she is taking
voice and vocal styles classes.
McCracken plans to attend Converse College after graduating from
J.L, Mann High School this year.
She would like to go to Julliard and
go into opera.
'The most important thing about
the school is meeting and doing
other things with other people in
the arts area," said McCracken.

MATH & SCIENCE
MAJORS
the Air force will pay to
moke you a research
and development
engineer.

cTWulligaiXs
Hwy. 93, Clemson
654-4034

FRI. & SAT.
»»

KIDD BLAST'

«i

Hot Rock From Baltimore, Md.
FANTASTIC LIGHT SHOW!
NEW HOURS-OPEN AT 7:00

HAPPY HOUR TIL 9:00
AS AN AIR FORCE OFFICER AT FULL SALARY YOU WILL
SPEND 18 MONTHS AT THE AIR FORCE INSTITUTE OF
TECHNOLOGY EARNING AN ENGINEERING DEGREE.

BEN HAYDEN
600 Columbia Ave., Lexington, SC 29072
(803) 359-0665

AIR FORCE

NEXT THURSDAY-"FOOLSTAR"
FROM FLORIDA
DON'T MISS THEIR SUPER TRIBUTE
TO THE BEATLES
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Opinion
Senate commended

...WELL, 50^ NICE N\AN FROr* cxEMSON UMiVERSiTY SENT IT To
ME AS A CflFT.

In Tuesday's Faculty Senate meeting, a report was presented concerning one
of the university's 70 NCAA football recruiting violations-the one where a
friend of a prospective player was presented with a scholarship m 1978.
According to the report, the girl did not receive an academic scholarship.
She was turned down by the Scholarship and Awards Committee because of

I THINK IT HAS SOMETHING TO DO WITH

NEIGHBOR'S DARTER'S
EN DEO UP NOT

GOiMGy

To

V\Y

FOOTBALL PLAYER BOY.FAICND "H0
CLEMSoN

AN V WAV...

inSU

WeTre8gTaddeto know that the financial aid office did not compromise itself
for the sake of the athletic department. Part of our faith in the integrity of this

^^WhS theegirTdid receive, however, was an allocation from the President's
Special Discretionary Fund, which few people have even heard of.
This fund is set up to help students with special problems who do not tall
under the jurisdiction of conventional financial aid. The fund has been used for
such hing as providing a scholarship for a student who was mistakenly notified
that he had been awarded a regular scholarship; a handicapped student; and a
female student with children, whose husband left her.
In this case, however, no reason is known for the students being chosen
except her connection with a football recruit.
The Faculty Senate has set up guidelines to be followed to prevent future
misuse of the fund. They are that after the president makes a selection, the
selection, and reason for it, are to be reviewed by the Off.ce of the Vice
President for Academic Affairs and the Office of the Provost before the award is
ma

The Scholarship and Awards Committee will receive a report on how this
fund was used at the end of every year, and all members will be told annually of
the existence of this fund so they may recommend needy students to the
PreS

'Thet Faculty Senate is to be commended for looking into the matter, and for
setting up guidelines to be followed when using this fund.

Footnotes

Keep up the good work
The recent nuclear-freeze debate sponsored by the Strom Thurmond Institute
of Government and Public Affairs was one of the best in a number of events
benefitting students and faculty.
The quality of speakers such as Edward Teller, Charlton Heston Helen
Coldicott and Gene La Rocque, and the issues addressed, have provided political
focus lacking in recent years. Certainly Clemson University has its basis in
engineering and agriculture; however, politics affect everyone, not just liberal
arts majors, and an awareness of. important issues should always be a part of
higher education.
,
. .
Since the beginning of the Thurmond Center last spring, informative
' speakers have been brought to campus on a fairly regular basis. Last semester a
roundtable discussion concerning a balanced budget amendment allowed
Thurmond and another U.S. senator to join with two staff members in an
exchange of ideas. This outside political exposure is the kind of information trade
necessary for continued learning.
-.,.,,
■ i
The addition of such political and current-event curricula will certainly
benefit the reputation of the entire university. The public notice taken at the
most recent nuclear freeze debate indicates a community interest and
participation that will aid the university's image.
We praise the Thurmond Institute for the good work it has already done tor
this university, and we encourage it to keep up the good work in the future.
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"It's called war-gasm."-Edwin Coulter, associate professor of political
science, describing the U.S. nuclear weapons launch system for his Poly Sci
201 class.
"Well, we found out what really shakes students up around here."
-Faculty Senator John Bennett referring to the recent student uproar against a
proposed $20-parking-fine system.

Numerical system better
by Sha Sifford, managing editor
and Pam Sheppard, staff writer
A plus/minus grading system has been a
recurring topic in student senate this year,
as it has been ever since the university
abandoned the system six years ago.

Viewpoint
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"This is an infinitely dangerous world we live in;, and we're not going to
make it out alive."- Actor/director Charlton Heston addressing the issue of a
possible nuclear waspons freeze during a round-table discussion Monday.
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The arguments given for re-adopting the
system usually involve accuracy and
fairness-all B-students are not necessarily '
equal. The student with a B bordering on
an A should be distinguished from the
student with a B bordering on a C, and the
most popular solution is to give the former
a B+and the later a B~.
However, why stop there? Shouldn't the
students with a B+ bordering on ,an A" be
distinguished from the student with a B +
bordering on a plain old B? Why not just
have a continuous scale with students given
exact number grades? If a student has an 89
average, he should be given an 89, not a
less accurate B+ or worse still, a B.
The benefits of this system are numerous.
First a numerical system encourages
increased study. Under the present system,
a student entering a final exam with a low
B and no chance of getting an A has very
little incentive to improve his grade.
However, under a numerical system a
student can always improve, thereby giving
him incentive to study.

Furthermore, a numerical system would
identify the truly remarkable student. While
a 4.0 gpr is impressive, there are still quite
a few of them running around — all you
need is a 90 average in all your classes. A
numerical system would give the high
achiever something more worthwhile to aim
for, namely a 100 cumulative average.
A numerical system would also give
more students the potential of obtaining an
A average. Under the current system, once
a student gets a B, he can never have a 4.0.
That privilege is forever denied him because
he messed up in one class. With a
numerical system, the student who makes
an 85 in one class can balance it out with a
95 in another and still have an A average.
By eliminating this "point of no return," a
numerical system would motivate more
students with lower grades to strive for an A
average.
Also, it would help pin down the
occasional vague instructor. What does it
mean when a professor gives you a B on an
essay? A numerical system would
encourage these professors to give exact
grades, as they are going to have to
calculate an exact grade at the end of the
semester.
Finally, a numerical system would be
easy to implement since computers are
more accustomed to multiplying and
dividing with numbers than with letters
anyway.
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Opinion
Improvements needed for pedestrian safety
At least twice in recent weeks I have read
editorial comments in The Tiger about the
lack of concern motorists show for
pedestrians. Unfortunately, these comments
indicate short memories for past history. It
was ironic that the Feb. 10 issue contained
Mary Shveima's comment, "Motorist will
not stop. Will someone be concerned after
a person is injured or killed?"

Letters
This issue came out on the first
anniversary of the date when Shuh Nan
Pan, a graduate student in electrical and
computer engineering, was killed as he
attempted to cross S.C. 93 at the traffic
light near the President's house.
The accident led to a brief flurry of
activity and promises to improve pedestrian
safety, but the only tangible action so far
seems to be lowering the speed limit at the
intersection from 35 to 25 miles per hour.
Some other changes which might make a
real difference irfpedestrian safety have so
far been ruled out either because of their
cost or for aesthetic reasons.
Other measures, including those I feel are
most realistic, have been ruled out for
reasons indicated in the following quotation
from one of the official reports following
the accident, "The S.C. 93-Palmetto
Boulevard intersection is designed to move
vehicles —not people. Because of this,
pedestrian movement at the intersection is
discouraged."
Those persons who must cross S.C. 93
somewhere near the intersection because
they live on one side and go to school on
the other side (as Shuh Na Pan did)
probably will not fully appreciate this
rationale for giving them second-class status
at the intersection, especially since safe
crossings elsewhere have not been
provided.
I strongly agree with the need for
improvements in pedestrian safety. We
need, though, to be fully aware of past
history when pushing for improvements.
John Spragins
Professor of Electrical and
Computer Enginering

Negligence
I would like to address two concerns.
First, pedestrian negligence.

anywhere, it should be found at a
university. But students —you are not alone
to blame. Your elders have set the
standards. How many faculty have you
seen drive around a lot for half an hour
looking for a space instead of walking 15
minutes ?
As you may have noted, this letter is not
intended as a defense of the $20 fine, which
I concede is debatable. It is intended to
raise a larger issue of our basic attitudes.
Alright —here is the challenge: how many
Kurt Bagwell
of you are willing to stop crying about
your inalienable right to a parking space
you "paid for" with the princely sum of $2
per year, and start helping us look for a
real solution to the traffic problem? Walk
or bicycle when you can, push for
The recent uproar over the $20 parking
ticket has raised some serious issues, which development of reasonable public transport,
in the long run, have implications not only and, above all, leave behind the idolatry of
automobile worship for some genuine social
on the well-being of Clemson but on the
responsibility.
state and nation as well. Since I am far
I don't expect many to rise to the
from apathetic on this issue, I wish to
challenge, but I know there are some of
respond to Mary Shveima's call for an
you who will try. Let's work for real
expression of opinion.
progress, not just more of the same old
First, let me say that the cartoon of Bill
mess. By the way, my experience tells me it
Pace in the Feb. 10 Tiger is extremely
unfair. I have been a member of the Traffic will be slow and uphill most of the way.
and Parking Committee for nearly a year
Robert E. Jamison
and have found Bill Pace to be a patient
We would like to express our displeasure
Associate Professor of
and responsible chairman, particularly
concerning the headline "Computer Science
Mathematical Sciences
concerned
for
student
welfare.
He
has
never
Majors Increasing" in the Feb. 10 issue of
ramrodded
his
opinion
through
the
The Tiger. The article obviously had
committee. The action taken was a fair
nothing to do with Computer Science
consensus. If you want a picture to throw
majors or the Computer Science
darts at, take mine: I proposed a $15 ticket
department. Instead, the article dealt with
and voted for the $20 fine.'
the growth of enrollment within the
Now the major issue: do we really have a
Electrical and Computer Engineering
The Tiger welcomes letters from its
sensible attitude toward cars and
department!
readers on all subjects. Letters should be
Both departments (Computer Science and transportation or toward energy
typed double-spaced on a 65-character line.
consumption as a whole? The $20 furor and
Electrical and Computer Engineering) have
Letters should be limited to 200 words in
the
letter
from
Nadeau,
Lowry,
Miller,
and
experienced large increases in enrollment
length. Tuesday at 6 p.m. prior to the
Mattison
confirm
my
suspicion
that
we
do
and serve a vital role in Clemson
Thursday issue is the deadline for all letters.
not. We have come to accept
University. However, it is important to
Each author of a letter must sign the letter
convenience
—
even
when
it
is
wasteful,
distinguish between the two departments,
and include his address and phone number.
socially
burdensome,
and
damaging
to
the
as they emphasize different areas of the
The editors reserve the right to edit letters
environment —as an inalienable right.
computer field. It is a shame to see the fine
for style and space. Also, letters which are
The
automobile
is
sometimes
useful,
work of the- author diminished by the lack
in poor taste or potentially libelous will be
seldom really necessary, and often
of professionalism of The Tiger staff
withheld if a majority of the editorial board
undesirable
as
a
means
of
transportation.
It
member(s) responsible for this blatant error!
deems it appropriate.
James Sinclair is more often a status symbol. The problem
All letters become property of The Tiger
is
mainly
one
of
perspective:
too
few
and 13 others
and cannot be returned. A file of letters is
parking spaces or too many cars? How
maintained should questions arise.
many bicycles can you park in one car
Please send letters to The Tiger, Box 2097
space? How much fossil fuel does a bicycle
University Station, Clemson, S.C. 29632,
use? And where in Clemson could you not
or bring them by the offices at room 906 of
go just as easily by bicycle if there had
After enjoying playing soccer for 11
the Student Union.
been the forethought to build a decent
years before entering Clemson University, I network of bicycle paths as the town grew?
had planned to continue my play as a
Forethought is not an easy matter, but if

I have driven on and around the campus
at night and seen multitudes of people
walking and jogging in dark clothes. Some
also wear radio headsets, oblivious to
anything around them. Others, particularly
downtown, revel in dodging traffic.
Safety is also the responsibility of the
pedestrian.
Secondly, I am appalled that The Tiger
has not only prostituted itself, but
encouraged the women of Clemson
University to prostitute themselves by
posing for pornography. A good way to
make money, a victimless crime, you say?
Not only are the poser and reader robbed
of dignity and sensitivity, but look at the
offspring of pornography. Even today
women are kidnapped and sold into
prostitution, children are exploited in
pornography, and the slasher films display
debauchery and murder. Please, fight
pornography, don't encourage it. Take the
high road for a change.
Ray Glinski

member of an intramural team here. To my
discontent though it appears that unless I
personally find 10 other players, I myself
may not play. This is what the intramural
office has informed me. It seems ridiculous
to me that they will not introduce a sheet
where single players like myself can sign up
and form a team. I'm not sure, but I can
imagine that I would have a rather hard
time finding the other people like myself
who would like to play this sport.

Not apathetic

Not Computer Science

Letters policy

Ridiculous sign-up

Playboy: the controversy that never happened
by Kavin Taylor
entertainment editor
When The Tiger printed an advertisement
last week for girls to appear in Playboy, it
was generally thought that something
would hit the fan - whether it be flack from
the administration or various special
interest groups, or clothing from the girls
preparing to pose.
So far it appears the proverbial fan has
yet to see anything, a fact that is hard to
handle.
The university administration has been
quiet about the whole thing. There weren't
the 60s-style threats to destroy all copies of
the paper the ad appeared in. There aren't
the threats to expel the young lass who is
the first to shed her clothes. In fact there
have been no threats whatsoever.
The students have also seemingly passed
over the news as if it were just another

review of an oft-sung song. The plaza
preachers don't seem to be concerned about
it. There are no special prayer groups for
that wanton female who dare expose her
body. At least if these things do exist they
are presently invitation only.
The student body presidential candidates
made a semi-issue of it but backed off
before they offended anyone, except maybe
a few girlfriends.
Area newspapers though have been
playing it up. That's great. People who are
in no way involved in anything we do are
more concerned than we are. Yes, they
were after the hard news, the biting truth,
the controversy. What they got was little of
either.
And thankfully the girls who are
planning to pose are keeping their choice
private. They obviously realize, as do
many of us, that the decision to pose,

whether clothed or nude, is a personal one.
A girl does not need student senate
approval to shed her clothes.
But all this quiet is not a good sign. In
fact, it is almost the quiet before the storm.
What is really going on in people's minds?
The real test of this strange attitude will
come when Playboy comes to Clemson to
do the shooting. The university is not going
to put the photographers in the penthouse
(pardon the pun) of the Clemson House,
but they certainly can't ignore what is
happening.
If the university is going to play the
father figure, the least (and probably the
most) they can do is to make sure the girl's
best interests are looked after. They don't
have to be over-bearing, but I'm sure some
of the girls would want advice.
What if the girl wanted a chaperone?
Now, I'm not suggesting Atchely, or

anyone else for that matter, accompany the
girls to the shootings, but I wouldn't be
surprised if a few of the "willing" girls
wouldn't want someone there, someone
they know.
One newspaper even quoted an administrator from another school as saying his
administration would wait and see the
parents' reactions. Playboy didn't offer to
shoot the parents of the ACC-just the
girls.
All the other conferences seem to have
weathered this type of coverge (and the
associated lack thereof) so there is no
reason why the ACC, and Clemson can't
too. The university has kept its dignity by
not turning this into a big scandal. This
low-key approach to such a touchy subject
is unnerving, but it is also the best way to
go. It appears the university family has
finally grown up.
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It is not too late to take a Short Course:
-Natural Foods Cooking-Feb. 23, $1.00
-Soft Sculpture Dolls-March 8, 22, 29, $25.00
-Darkroom Skills Workshop-March 1, 2, $10.00
-Cross-stitch-Feb. 22, $8.00
-CPR-March 8, 10, $5.00
-Stamp Collecting-March 1, 8, 22, 29, $4.00
For more details, call 2461. Sign up at the information desk.
Movies:
"The Best Little Whorehouse in
Texas" Feb. 18 and 19, 7 and
9:30p.m., $1.50
a

Feb. 17 and 18, 9 p.m., $1.00
"Dusty Singleton" Classical Guitarist, Feb. 22,
9p.m., free
"Kick" Main Stream Rock n' Roll, Feb. 24-26,
9p.m., $1.00

Greased Lightning" Feb. 20,
8 p.m. free

'Citizen Kane" Feb. 21,7p.m., $1.00
"American Werewolf in London"
Feb. 24-26, 7 & 9:15p.m., $1.50

Performing
Artist
Series:

We Need You!
Applications are now being
accepted for officers of the Union
and for chairpersons of each
committee . . . come by info desk
for more information.

'Chopin Lives" Feb. 22,
Tillman Auditorium, 8 p.m. $3.
In this one-man musical and
dramatic program, Robert
•Guralnik portrays Chopin in
the midst of his crises
and confusions.
<t<

Travel Program—
Spring Break
Daytona Beach Trip
deadline has been
extended to Feb. 21.
Cost only $117,
$30 deposit.

Biltmore House and
Gardens—March 5,
9 a.m.-4 p.m.
$14.50 for transportation
anol admission.

CLEfvlSOPvJ

Sign up now for the Spelunking
Trip to Lost Sea Caves
in Tennessee
Feb. 26-27 $24.50Sign up at info desk by Feb. 23.

UNIVERSITY

In the Gutter . . .
Lahn and Loftin,
contemporary music,
Feb. 24, 8-11 p.m.

UNION

Original Oil
Paintings
at starving-artist
prices. Palmetto
Room Lobby,
Feb. 21-25,
9 a.m.-6 p.m.
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Entertainment
Patron still has responsibilities
by Kavin Taylor
entertainment editor
I think Miss Manners has taken
over my typewriter, because the
only things that come out of it
resemble excerpts from an Emily
Post book on etiquette. So rather
than fight it I'm giving in again.

Flip-side
This week I'd like to address a
particularly distressing thorn in the
side of those who are, how we say,
just a little closer to perfection. This
thorn is the inability of patrons to
believe they can do no wrong. Gentle
readers, please remember this little
bit of wisdom, 'The customer is not
always right, he's just tolerated."
The ability to pay for one's dinner does not give a patron carte
blanche. Certain rules should be
followed and only breached in the
event of major calamities such as
the second coming, or when NBC
rates number one for an entire
week.
Restaurant rules
The first rule to remember about
restaurants is to be on time for a
reservation. Most places graciously
hold reservations for 20 minutes, a
practice which can throw an entire
restaurant on its ear.
If one realizes that a sit-down

meal takes somewhere around two
hours in a nice restaurant, one will
also realize what happens when
reservations are made at 5, 7 and 9,
and someone decides to be late.
Even someone who is not adept at
math can see that it throws the
reservations off.
What are you supposed to do?
Come in late and wolf down your
first three courses so you can have a
leisurely dessert? Hardly. It is really
very simple. Don't be late. And if
you are going to be, call ahead.
Now, this does sound like a contradiction, but most places do not
book all tables. A few are left for
walk-ins. Your table can be given
away, but by the time you arrive,
another non-reserved table has
cleared out. The restaurant doesn't
lose time on the reserved table, and
you are still allowed to eat —at a
table.
And please remember, too, that
an invitation to before-dinner
drinks is not an invitation to take
one hour to look at the menu. Most
of us find it is possible to drink and
read a menu at the same time,
unless you're working on your third
or fourth drink.
When you are finished, it's nice to
sit around and talk, but why not do
it at home, or in your hotel room.
Most places do give free coffee
refills, but most waitresses begin to
show a little wear after the fourth or

fifth cup.
Almost as bad as being late is
coming in five minutes before closing for a complete meal. Most
restaurants start gearing down
about thirty minutes before closing
so the cook is not enthused when
you come in and he has to stay until
you finish — remember the two
hours? Besides, I would be afraid to
eat a meal prepared by an angry
man.
Other lines
But just as bad is the person who
abuses his rights at a theatre. When
you go to a ticket window, don't
say "one." One what? Most places
now have up to six theaters under
one roof. Tell the ticket seller what
movie you want one ticket for. I'm
sure they'd appreciate it. Also, have
your money ready. Don't wait until
after they tell you how much it is.
It's not like you don't know you
have to pay.
And when you get to the concession (if you can afford to go), read
the signs; that's what they are there
for. Could you imagine repeating
things 1100 times? Concession
workers have to do that sometimes
when shows sell out. All I know is
I'd hate to be the last person to ask.
I'm not going to be so intolerable
as to be the first either. A breach of
manners is not something to take
the first step towards.

Players present a working-class
chorus line with Working'
by Kavin Taylor
entertainment editor

photo bv Mark Bailey

Claz Shockley, front, Pat Haskett, left, and
Teresa Davis, back, rehearse for the Players
production of Stephen Shwarz's musical,
"Working."

The Clemson Players will present the musical
"Working," Feb. 19 through Feb. 26, in Daniel
Auditorium. The play attempts to deal with the
American worker by giving an overview of society
through its workers.
The play is an adaptation by Stephen Shwarz of the
Studs Turkel book "Working." Shwarz, along with five
other composers including singer James Taylor, has
written what some are calling a "working man's chorus
line." Shwarz is probably best remembered for his
musicals "Godspell" and "Pippin."
The characters will be introduced in rapid succession with no one person being termed the "main
character." The characters will be assembled in tableaus,
or stop-motion settings, with only the speaker moving.
The stage has been extended for this production,
with part of the action taking place above the audience.
The musical, is directed by visiting director Ernie
Zulia who worked with Schwarz on an east coast production of "Working." Among his other credits, Zulia includes co-producer and director of the Highlands
Theatre, a summer stock theatre located in North
Carolina.
The large cast, 20 actors and actresses, features
several Players' regulars. Thorn Johnston, last seen in
"Mr. Roberts" will play two parts, a mason and a
fireman. Steve Moriarity, who directed the Players' production of "Bleacher Bums," will play the part of the
steel worker.
Claz Schokley, who was also in "Bleacher Bums,"
will play the duel role of the hooker and an editor.
Teresa Davis will play a waitress, while George
Suhayda plays a migrant worker and a car washer.
The curtain will rise for all performances at 8 p.m.
with the exception of a matinee on Feb. 24, which begins
at 4 p.m. Tickets are free for students, $1 for faculty and
staff, and $2 for the general public.
Tickets can be reserved by calling 656-2476.

photo by Rob Blggerstaff

Come blow your horn
An unidentified saxophone player with the widespread
Jazz Orchestra shows his stuff during a recent performing
Artist show. The next production in the series will be Feb. 22
when Robert Curalnik portrays Chopin in "Chopin Lives." The
show begins at 8 p.m. in Tillman Auditorium. Tickets are S3.

New Benatar album
has listener nervous
by Mary Shveima
features editor
"Get Nervous" is another hit
album for Pat Benatar, a singer who
first broke into the top-40 with
songs like "Heartbreaker" and "We
Live for Love." The album is currently ranked in the top-10 on
Billboard's charts.

Album
Review
Even though she does it well,
Benatar sticks to the same musical
style throughout the album. It
seems she has stagnated in one
style — somewhere between rock
and New Wave.
Benatar also doesn't use the full
range of her vocal talent. She does,
however, put a lot of power and
energy into singing "Get Nervous,"
even if we don't hear her threeoctave range.
"Shadows of the Night" is her first
hit off the album. It is typical of
most of the other songs-danceable
rock. With this one you tend to sing

along rather than dance, though.
The next song, "Looking for a
Stranger," sounds very New Wave
with a little bit of electronic funk
thrown in. On the same side, "Anxiety (Get Nervous)" is the next song
which makes you jumpy. You are
compelled to get up and dance. It is
hard to sit still and listen to this
song.
On the flip side, it is the same
rapid, lively beat. The energetic
force she exudes through her singing and the music have you on your
feet, dancing to the point of exhaustion.
"I Want Out" seems vaguely
reminiscent of her hit, 'Treat Me
Right" from the movie "An Officer
and A Gentleman." I like both
songs, However, my favorite one on
this side is 'Tell It to Her." Benatar
is at her best on this song with both
forecful singing and an electrifying
1
at.
Even though I feel Benatar was a
1 repetitive, I enjoyed Get Nerv 4S." While listening to it, I
wanted to dance away my anxiety
and frustrations. I wonder if this
would help 'my "nervous stomach?"
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Sports
Ninth-ranked lady netters open season
with wins over ASU and NE-Louisiana
by Lyn McNeely
staff writer
The ninth-ranked Lady Tiger tennis team
opened its spring season at home last
weekend with two convincing victories.
Clemson crushed Appalachian State 9-0
Saturday and topped Northeast Louisiana
Sunday by an 8-1 score.
The Lady Tigers' record for the combined
fall and spring seasons is 13-1.
Coach Andy Johnston, however, was not
pleased so much by the convincing scores but
by the performances of Jane Neville and Lori
Miller who both moved into the starting
rotation due to the absence of the two top
seeds, Jane Forman and Gigi Fernandez.
"All of the girls played really well,"
Johnston said. 'These were good early-season
matches, especially for the girls who got a
chance to play by filling in for us."

photo bv Robert Delgado

jody Trucks readies for an overhead
slam in a recent practical session.

Winners
While Forman and Fernandez competed in
a tournament in New Jersey, Melissa Seigler
grabbed the spotlight on the home-front by
stepping into the vacant number-one position

and winning her singles matches both days.
"Melissa played excellent tennis," Johnston
said.
Other netters winning against Appalachian
State and Northeast Louisiana were Jody
Trucks, Jennifer Hearst, Neville,,and Miller.
"Neville and Miller certainly gave us a big
lift," Johnston said. 'They played tremendous
tennis." The only Lady Tiger to lose a match during
the two days was Lisa Bobby who fell to
Northeast Louisiana's number-two player.
Johnston attributed the team's success to a
diligent early-season conditioning program.
"Our training has put us ahead at this point,"
Johnston said.

perienced their difficulties in singles and
doubles play. Forman, the tourney's top
seed, fell to second-seeded Lisa Spain of
Georgia in the singles finals, 6-4, 6-2.
Fernandez was defeated by Spain in the
singles semi-final competition, 6-0, 6-3.
Spain and Georgia handed Clemson its only
loss during the fall season.
In doubles play, Spain teamed with Nancy
Cohen to defeat the top-seeded team of
Forman and Fernandez in the semi-finals,
6-3, 6-3.
Johnston was not pleased with his players'
showings in the tourney. "It was a mediocre
tournament," Johnston said. "We should
have won both the singles and the doubles."

Princeton Invitational
The Lady Tigers were indeed successful
in the matches held at Hoke Sloan tennis
center; however, two members of the team
were not as fortunate while playing in the
prestigious Princeton Invitational in
Princeton, N.J.
Forman and Fernandez, who are nationally
ranked at 13th and 37th, respectively, ex-

Auburn Invitational
Forman and Fernandez will rejoin the Lady
Tigers this weekend to play in the Auburn Invitational in Auburn, Ala. The Lady Tigers
will then make a West Coast swing and play
powers such as San Diego State, Pepperdine,
UC-Irvine, and UC-Santa Barbara.
The Tigers' next home match is March 11
against Oklahoma.

Wrestlers and swimmers face tough competition
In non-revenue sports news, both
the wrestling team and the women's
swimming team face tough competition this weekend:
Wade Schalles' Tiger grapplers
were forced to stay at home last
weekend as snow cancelled the
scheduled quadrangular match in
Fairfax, Va. The Tigers' match with
George Washington was also postponed.
Clemson, 14-4 overall and 2-1 in
the Atlantic Coast Conference,
returns to the mat this weekend
against two conference foes. The

Tiger grapplers meet Duke at 7 p.m.
Friday and face league-leading NC
State Saturday at 2 p.m. Both matches will be held in Jervey gym.
If the Tigers win both matches,
they could share first place in the
ACC going into the conference
tournament which begins Feb. 26 at
Maryland in College Park.
Two of the top heavyweight
wrestlers in the country will meet
when the Tigers tangle with the
Wolf pack. Clemson's Duane Baker,
at 6-10, 260 lbs., is 21-1 for the year
with 19 pins. Those statistics have

earned Baker a ranking of 18th nationally; however,' he faces the
number-two ranked wrestler in the
country Saturday.
NC State's heavyweight is Tab
Thacker, a 6-7, 420-pounder.
Thacker has defeated Baker in two
previous meetings, and when the
two battle Saturday, the ACC
championship may be the victory
prize.
While the Wolfpack wrestlers
will travel from Raleigh, N.C., to
Clemson, the Lady Tiger swimming

team journeyed from Clemson to
Raleigh for the ACC swim meet
which began today.
The Lady Tigers carried a 6-3
overall mark and a 2-1 league
record into competition, and hope
by Saturday, according to coach
Bob Boettner, to challenge heavily
favored North Carolina for the
ACC title.
Clemson was scheduled to meet
North Carolina during the regular
season, but the meet was postponed
due to inclement weather condi-

tions.
The Lady Tigers appear capable
of staging an upset win over UNC
on the strength of regular season
victories over seventh-ranked NC
State and lOth-ranked Georgia.
UNC, however, is a top-five team.
The Tigers' top performers are
Linda Rutter, in the free-style
events; Robin Zubeck, in the 200
backstroke, 200 butterfly, and 400
individual medley; and Sue Flynn,
in the 50 and 100 backstroke events
and the 100 individual medley.

Men's tennis team takes wins over Wildcats, LSU
by Lyn McNeely
staff writer
The men's tennis team claimed a pair of victories and suffered a defeat during play last week. The lOth-ranked Tigers lost
to Miami but rebounded to easily overcome LSU and Kentucky.
Clemson recorded its second home win of the season
Wednesday afternoon by downing Kentucky, 9-0. The Tigers
also crushed the Wildcats' amazing 17-2 record in three-set
matches by taking all six three-setters en route to the victory.
Lengthy matches
Five of the six three-set matches came in singles play. At
the number-one spot, All-American Jean Desdunes defeated
Joe Legtle, 3-6, 7-5, 6-1. In another highly competitive match,
Rick Rudeen slipped by John Varga, 6-3, 4-6, 6-4.
Coach Chuck Kriese's netters also took close decisions in
three of the remaining four singles matches. Richard Akel topped
Paul Varga at number three, 4-6, 6-4, 6-4, and number-five
seed Andy Krantz defeated Mark Bailey, 7-6, 2-6, 6-4.
The final lengthy singles match was at the number-six
position where Gregg Cooper rebounded from a frustrating secondset loss to take the match over Pat McGee, 7-6, 2-6, 6-4.
The only Tiger netter to take an easy win was Miguel
Nido at the number-four spot. Nido destroyed Andy Jackson,
6-1, 6-2.
Clemson took two of the three doubles matches with
relative ease. Desdunes and Rudeen defeated the Wildcat team
of John and Paul Varga in number-one doubles, 6-1, 6-2,
while Cooper and Orestes Baez knocked off Legtle and McGee
at the number-three spot, 6-1, 6-4.
At the number-two position, Nido and Krantz won a
tense match over Watson and Bailey. The Tiger duo saved a
match point and came back to win 5-7, 7-6, 7-6.

Kriese was pleased with his team's performance. "We had
a very solid performance," he said. "Kentucky is a scrappy and
mentally tough team."
Ryder Classic
The Tigers competed in the Ryder Tennis Classic last
weekend in Miami, Fla., and came away with a victory and a
defeat. The llth-ranked Miami Hurricanes topped the Tigers'
7-2, but Clemson turned that score around to claim a 7-2 win
over LSU in the consolation round.
Kriese's netters defeated the Hurricanes 5-4 in a tournament two weeks ago, but Miami was just too tough on its
home courts. However, according to Kriese, it wasn't a disappointing performance by his squad, especially since Miami has
"the best talent in college tennis right now."
Clemson gained its two victories in number-two and
number-three doubles. Nido and Krantz won over Michael
Robinson and Nick Baderhorst at the number-two spot, 6-4,
4_6, 6-4. Cooper and Baez defeated the number-three team of
Chris Louw and Ira Schwartz, 4-6, 6-3, 6-4.
The Tigers rebounded from the loss and tripped LSU,
which finished third in the Southeastern Conference Indoor
Championships, 7-2. Clemson took five of the six singles
matches and two of the three doubles matches in coasting to
victory.
According to Kriese, the most entertaining match was at
number-three doubles where Baez and Cooper won the first
and third sets in tie breakers to defeat the LSU team of Burleigh
and Viator, 7-6, 4-6, 7-6.
Home matches
Clemson returns to its home courts for two matches next
week. The Tigers meet Lander Monday and Presbyterian Wednesday. Both matches begin at 2:30 p.m.

Dhoto bv Mark Bailev

Number-one seed Jean Desdunes lunges to hit a
backhand in the Tigers' 9-0 win over Kentucky.
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Baseball season gets underway
by Pam Sheppard
staff writer
The success of Clemson's 1983
baseball team is one big question
mark in the mind of coach Bill
VVilhelm. "The Tigers will definitely
struggle to have a winning season,"
he said, "but they can do it."
Part of the question mark is carried over from the team's finish last
year. "We had an 18-1 start which
was better than anyone had a right
to expect," Wilhelm said. 'Then in
the final two-thirds of the season,
that team played worse than any
team we've ever had; we still have
most of those players."
The Tigers started the 1982 season with seven consecutive wins in
Florida then came back to Clemson
and fell to Georgia in the home
opener.
"What happened in Florida was a
freakish thing that will never happen again," Wilhelm said. "After
losing to Georgia, we continued to
play without enthusiasm and skill,
even though we were able to get
wins."
The enthusiasm and skill of this
year's team is another part of
Wilhelm's question mark. 'The attitude has not been one of enthusiasm and eager anticipation," he
said, "but to open the season with
the blah attitude they've
demonstrated so far would be most
unusual."
Injuries
The final part of the question
mark is aimed at the injured
players. Six Tigers are recovering

from injuries they received up to a
year ago.
The pitching staff according to
Wilhelm, is the team's biggest
uncertainty.
Right-hander Jeff Gilbert, an AllAtlantic Coast Conference pitcher
last year, posted a 9-2 record and
hurled a no-hitter against Western
Carolina. He underwent arthoscopic surgery on his shoulder last
November and must return to
Columbus, Ga., next Thursday for
more tests.
"We're hoping they'll give him
clearance to throw hard," Wilhem
said, "so hell be ready by the time
we get back from this year's games
in Florida."
Pitchers Woody Bryan and Donnie
Hoover also underwent surgery in
the off-season. "We expect to have
both of them back before the
Florida trip," Wilhelm said.
First baseman Bob Pauling, the
football team's placekicker, suffered
an injury last Sunday when he was
hit in the face with a wild pitch.
Last year Pauling was out for the
entire season with a broken arm.
The doctor does not think it will
be necessary to operate to restore
the cheekbone and sinuses,"
Wilhelm said, "but we're not sure
when hell return."
Two more players suffered minor
injuries after colliding with each
other while in pursuit of a fly ball.
After missing practice Saturday,
Sunday, and Monday, second baseman Frank Russ and left-fielder Jay
Fulton are both expected to play in
the team's opener against The

Citadel.

When Clemson travels to The
Citadel this weekend for Saturday
and Sunday games, sophomore
Scott Parrish will take the mound in
the opener. But according to
Wilhelm, senior Lee Wiles will take
over in the third or fourth inning.
On Sunday freshman walk-on John
Pawlowski will start with Jim Rice
as a back-up.
Lynn and Glenn Martin will serve
as relief pitchers for both days. The
twins are poised and take character
to the mound with them each time
they go. They are playing Saturday
and Sunday," Wilhelm said,
"because they are geared to pitch
several days in a row."
Soccer goalie Jamie Swanner will
start at first base both days at The
Citadel in the absence of Pauling.
Russ will be at second; Brooks
Shumake takes the shortstop position and Scott Powers will cover
third.
In the outfield, senior Craig
Roberson will cover right, and
Doug Lemaster will be played in
center field. Four players are
presently competing for the left
field spot for Saturday's game: Paul
Sava, Mitch Wilson, Ricky Hester,
and football punt-return specialist
Billy Davis. Fulton will be in the left
field on Sunday.
Steve Van Dyke, who is expected
to start at least half of the games
this year, will be behind the plate
Saturday. Van Dyke was a second
team All-ACC choice last year and
didn't commit an error in 169
chances. In Sunday's game, Jim
McCollom will take Van Dyke's
place at catcher. McCollom, the de-

photo bv Rob Biggerstaff

Freshman Oliver Whitaker delivers from the mound.
signated hitter for Saturday's game,
led the team in homers last year
with 11 and was the first freshman
to do so since 1969.
The games should be a challenge
for the team, according to Wilhelm.
"Citadel has two good pitchers," he
said. "Junior Mike Cherry has a lot
of potential and could easily be a
major league draft choice; we won't
win if he has a good day."
Home openers
After returning home from
Charleston, the Tigers host Furman
Tuesday and Winthrop Thursday.
Fans could make a big difference in
the two games, according to
Wilhelm.

"Given more student support, we
could accomplish more and have a
better time at home," he said. "Fans
definitely make a difference, and
with a little more support, we'll be a
tougher team to beat on our home
field."
Wins against the Paladins and the
Eagles would be an emotional lift
for the team before traveling to
Florida to compete for five days,
Wilhelm said.
The Tigers will be in Flordia from
Feb. 26 until March 2 to play the
University of Florida twice,
Valdosta State in a double-header,
and Florida State twice.
Those teams are going to be set
for us," Wilhelm said.
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Inconsistent and fouls mar
Lady Tigers' recent outings

Maryland
In College Park, Md., the sixth-ranked Lady Terrapins of Maryland crushed the Lady Tigers, 85-67.
According to Tribble, the team started out playing
well, even building to an early six-point lead. Suddenly,
the team came down.
"We had no patience on offense," said Tribble. "We
were out rebounded, made too many turnovers, and
made twice as many fouls.
"That has been the story all year," she said. We
have been inconsistent, not doing well enough defensively, and losing a lot of games on the foul line."
Mary Anne Cubelic led the Lady Tigers with 18
points, while Cynthia Austin added 10.
Maryland's Marcia Richardson scored 23 points to
pace the Lady Terrapins to victory.

In the opening round of the tournament, Clemson
was trounced by fifth-ranked Cheney State, 61-80.
State kept a big margin between it and Clemson,
and led by 16 points at the intermission.
Clemson came within eight points twice in the second half, but State pulled away each time.
"As it has been the case all year, we dug a hole and
couldn't get out," said Tribble. "We got behind in the
first half and showed signs of getting it together in the
second. But we didn't put the two together."
Cubelic led the Tiger offense with 12 points, and
Peggy Caple contributed 11.
State was paced by Rosetta Guilford with 30
points, 22 of which came in the first half.
In the consolation game, Clemson cruised to a
83-58 victory over Detroit. The win gave the Lady
Tigers a third-place finish in the tournament.
The Tigers shot 51 percent from the field in the first
half to take a 47-27 lead at intermission.
During the second period Clemson led by as many
as 36 points, but Detroit was able to cut the final margin
to 26.
"We played well; it was a team win," said Tribble.
"Janet Knight was the most impressive, hitting eight of
11 from the floor."
Knight set a new career scoring high with 23 points.
She also pulled away 12 rebounds to lead Clemson to
victory. Knight also made the All-tournament team.
Caple and Denise Marshall each added 12 points,
while Jacqui Jones contributed 11.
Pat Nealy led the Detroit offense with 14 points,
and Bridget Howard added 13.

Third-place finish
Clemson traveled to Greenville, N.C., last weekend
to join Cheney State, Detroit, and East Carolina in the
Converse Lady Pirate Classic.

Future games
Clemson only plays once this week. In Littlejohn
Coliseum on Wednesday, Feb. 23, the Lady Tigers will
take on Virginia.

by Mary Shveima
features editor
"It's been a year of inconsistency and growing
pains," said Lady Tiger head basketball coach Annie
Tribble, after the Lady Tigers dropped two games and
recorded one victory last week.
Clemson was defeated by Maryland, 67-85,
Wednesday evening. The lady Tigers other defeat was
to Cheney State in the Converse Lady Pirate Classic.
In the same tournament, Clemson's only bright spot
of the week occurred in the consolation game. The Lady
Tigers defeated Detroit, 83-58.
The Lady Tigers fell to 9-14 overall and 3-7 in
Atlantic Coast Conference competition.
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Tigers sign linebackers, blue-chip lineman
Four more high school athletes
made public their intentions to play
for Danny Ford's Tigers. The new
commitments received last weekend give Clemson 20 recruits, the
number it is permitted by the
NCAA as a result of a probation
penalty.
Two of the players come from
the northeast, an area where Pittsburgh and Penn State traditionally
sign the top high school prospects.
However, the Tigers have landed,
according to the Philadelphia In-

quirer, the best line prospect in the
Philadelphia area. Jim Redding, a
6-7, 260-lb. lineman from Sun
Valley High in Aston, Pa., committed to the Tigers last week.
Redding will probably be redshirted his freshman season in order
to strengthen his academic background.
Jeff Dak, a 6-5, 230-lb. linebacker
from Darien, Conn., also announced
plans to play for the Tigers. With
two linebacking positions open.
Clemson should be able to use Dak

during the 1983 campaign.
The other new recruits are also
linebackers, one from North
Carolina and one from Georgia.
Quinton Klutz, at 6-4, 210 lbs.,
hails from Kannapolis, N.C., while
Dwayne Walker, at 6-2, 225 lbs.,
comes from Forest Park High in
Atlanta.
The addition of Klutz and Walker
give the Tigers six prospects at the
linebacking spot.
Finally, a recruit who was announced last week, Wes Mann, has

already received a scholarship from
Clemson. Mann, a 6-3, 260-lb.
transfer from the University of
Florida, is currently enrolled here at
Clemson.
Mann played for Florida's junior
varsity squad in 1981 and will be
eligible this season as a sophomore.
He gives the Tigers eight new line
prospects.
Ford will not release the recruits'
names until all of the athletes have
officially signed.

Scoreboard
Feb. 10 through Feb. 16
Men's Basketball
Clemson, 86; South Carolina, 81
Clemson, 82; Wake Forest, 86
Women's Basketball
Clemson, 61; Cheyney State, 80
Clemson, 83; Detroit, 58
Clemson, 67; Maryland, 85
Women's Tennis
Clemson, 9; Appalachian State, 0
Clemson, 8; Northeast Louisiana, 1
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You've seen it.
You've read about it.

Track team competes in Boston Invitationals
Four Tiger runners, two men and
two women, came away from last
weekend's Boston University Invitational with qualifying times for the
NCAA indoor nationals.
Wybo Lelieveld turned in
perhaps the best performance of the
meet by winning the mile in 3:59.6.
According to coach Sam Colson,
Lelieveld's time was the first-ever
under four minutes indoors for a
South Carolina college athlete.
"He [Wybo] has run in this event
before, but this was his best time
ever indoors," Colson said. "It
wasn't totally unexpected, but we
expect him to do even better as the
year progresses."
Teammate Stijn Jaspers, competing in his first indoor mile, placed
third in the event with a time of
4:01.82. The times of both Jaspers
and Lelieveld shattered school

Pre-Medical Students
Current undergraduate
pre-medical students may
now compete for several
hundred Air Force scholarships. These scholarships
are to be awarded to
students accepted into
medical schools as freshmen or at the beginning of
their sophomore year. The
scholarship provides for
tuition, books, lab fees and
equipment, plus a $556
monthly allowance. Investigate this financial
alternative to the high cost
of medical education.

records and surpassed NCAA qualifying barriers.
Women runners Tina Krebs and
Judith Shepherd also won events at
Boston and qualified for the NCAA
meet. Krebs won the 880 in 2:06.4,
a school record, and Shepherd raced
to the front in the 3000 meters with
a time of 9:28.48.
"Krebs time in the 880 is one of
the faster times in the country right
now," Colson said.
All-American Hans Koeleman
didn't earn a trip to the NCAA's but
finished sixth in the two-mile with a
time of 8:43.0.
Overall, Colson was pleased with
his runners' performances in the
meet which included college and international athletes.
"We were expecting good performances, and we got good performances," Colson said.

Colson said he plans to take eight
to 10 men to Champaign, 111., next
weekend to compete in the II]ini
Classic. "We hope to qualify two or
three more men for the indoor
NCAA's," Colson said.
Thus far, Lelieveld has qualified
for the nationals in the mile, while
Jaspers is entered in the mile and
two-mile events. Colson said he expects Koeleman to qualify in the
two-mile at Illinois.
Three women have qualified for
the indoor nationals, and on a team
with only seven members, "that is
excellent," Colson said.
Krebs will compete in the mile
and the 1000 yards, and Shepherd
and Kerry Robinson are entered in
the two-mile.
The indoor nationals will be held
March 11 and 12 in East Lansing,
Mich.
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Cubelic inspired by parents

WIN * A * PIZZA
USE A CHANELO'S COUPON-PUT YOUR
PHONE NUMBER ON IT-DRAWING EVERY
MONDAY FOR * FIVE 14"-PEPPERONI PIZZAS

by Mary Shveima
features editor
"I wanted my parents to be able to share something
that they had helped me achieve," said Mary Anne
Cubelic, a senior on the Lady Tiger basketball team.

YOU CAN WIN

Player Profile
This is one reason Mary Anne chose Clemson over
other schools like Louisiana State. Mary Anne is from
Columbia.
"I shunned away from LSU because it was too far
from home," said Mary Anne. "And I wasn't fond of
USC's athletic program due to what I had heard about it.
"When I narrowed my choices to LSU and Clemson, I showed more interest in Clemson because of
coach [Annie] Tribble," she said.
Mary Anne felt that Tribble was not only going to
be a coach but a friend and a mother-type image.
"She showed a lot of interest in me," Mary Anne
said. "She really pursued the process of recruiting me."
Inconsistent year
"I'm not as good as I wanted to be, but I'm not
down on myself," Mary Anne said. "I know I'm doing
my best all the time, but I wish I could have been more
consistent.
"I have improved in some areas and have not done
as well in others," she said. "I had hoped to start where I
ended last year."
Mary Anne had a successful 1981-82 season. The
honors she gathered included Best Defensive Player for
the Lady Tigers, co-captain of the team with Barbara
Kennedy, membership on all-tournament teams and the
All-Atlantic Coast Conference team, and honorable
mention for All-America.
Mary Anne feels that this season is not over yet,
and that the Lady Tigers have a chance of post-season
play if they do well in the ACC tournament.
"We haven't done as well as past teams, but we
aren't trying less," Mary Anne said. "We know we can
do it if we get it together. Every time we take the floor
we are trying our best to win."
Inconsistency and a poor shooting percentage are
the two problems Mary Anne thinks the Lady Tigers
must overcome.
"All we can do is practice and take our shots in the
game," she said. "If it doesn't fall, it doesn't."

-FORDINE IN-FAST FREE HOT DELIVERY-TO GO
PRICE & COMPARE
THEN GIVE US A CALL
654-6990
CHANELO'S DELIVERS PIZZAS

SPRING IS IN THE AIR
Mary Anne Cubelic

BUY 1 CHEF SALAD. GET
2nd CHEF SALAD
FOR Vi PRICE

has a cumulative gpr of 3.0. She is in her fifth year and is
playing her last year of basketball. Mary Anne was redshirted her freshman year due to knee surgery.
Mary Anne chose therapeutic recreation because
she enjoys working with people.
"If I can help someone else, then I feel I have accomplished something," said Mary Anne. "I like being
with other people."
Mary Anne balances academics and basketball so
that she does her best at both.
"I know I have to have good grades to be able to
play basketball, but yet I want to be my best at basketball too," she said. "Both have a high priority.
"Knowing where my priorities are helps balance the
two," she said. "If I need to study more, I know I have to
do it, and I do."
Mary Anne calls her parents the inspiration in her
life.
'They are always encouraging me," she said, "and
always there when I need them."

Future
Marriage and a career in therapeutic recreation are
in the future for Mary Anne. She is engaged to Steve
Day, who was an assistant wrestling coach at Clemson.
Steve, who graduated from Illinois State, teaches
students and coaches several sports at a high school in
Atlanta. Mary Anne and Steve plan on being married in
Off the court
the spring of 1984.
Mary Anne is majoring in therapeutic recreation.
Mary Anne's main goal in life is to lead a happy and
She has finished all her undergraduate requirements. prosperous life.
After she completes her field training this summer, Mary
"I want to be happy in whatever I do," she said. "I
Anne will receive her diploma.
think it is very important not to do things you have to
Currently enrolled in graduate school, Mary Anne do but whatever makes you happy."

DINE IN-ONLY

GOOD FROM 2/17 to 2/25
ONE COUPON PER ORDER

s

2.00 OFF

Any 14", 16", 20" PIZZA
With 5 or More Toppings
*&>STM^

PHONE NUMBER

DINE IN-DELSVERY-TO GO
ONE COUPON PER ORDER
GOOD FROM 2/17 to 2/25

FREE

PHONE NUMBER

THICK CRUST & EXTRA
CHEESE WITH
PURCHASE OF ANY
SICILIAN-STYLE PIZZA
With 1 or More Toppings
10", 14", 16", 20

DINE IN-DELIVERY-TO GO
ONE COUPON PER ORDER
GOOD FROM 2/17 to 2/25

M.00 OFF
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Sporting Goods

"Quality Sporting Equipment for the Entire Family"

Winter Clearance Sale!
ALL WARM UPS
SKI JACKETS
SKI GLOVES
SOCKS

50% off original price
50% off original price
50% off original price
50% off original price
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DINE IN-DELIVERY-TO GO
ONE COUPON PER PIZZA
GOOD FROM 2/17 to 2/25

ORGANIZING A
SOFTBALL TEAM?

SHORT SANDWICH OR
7-INCH PIZZA WITH ONE OF
YOUR FAVORITE TOPPINGS
(your choice)
' PLUS CRISP TOSSED SALAD
[CHOICE OF DRESSING)
' PLUS 12-OZ. DRINK
[YOUR CHOICE)

WE HAVE EVERYTHING YOU NEED
TO HAVE A WINNING SEASON

SPECIAL TEAM DISCOUNTS
WE'LL BE GLAD TO SOLVE YOUR
HOURS: 900 to 6:00 UNIFORM PROBLEMS

MON.-SAT.

MASTERCARD, VISA, AMERICAN EXPRESS & GARRETT'S CHARGE WELCOME

ANY 14", 16",
OR 20 PIZZA

H.00 OFF

PHONE NUMBER

TAKE YOUR PICK
TAKE A BREAK-DINE IN ONLY
LUNCHTIME DELIGHT
MONDAY THRU FRIDAY 11 A.M. TIL 2 P.M.

DINE IN-DELIVERY-TO GO
ONE COUPON PER ORDER
GOOD FROM 2/17 to 2/25
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STUART...

The Science Of Success
Team up with the dramatic achievements and highest
caliber professionals at Stuart Pharmaceuticals, a
division of ICI Americas Inc. We are a dynamic and
innovative organization with a highly respected name in
ethical pharmaceuticals. We are proud of the technological expertise that makes us a leader in the introduction of important new products such as HIBICLENS,
TENORMIN. MYLANTA and NOLVADEX RX.
As a Sales Representative for Stuart Pharmaceuticals,
your responsibilities include calling on physicians,
pharmacies, hospitals and clinics to promote the use of
Stuart products.
If you will receive a BS or BA with a major in:

•
•
•
•
•
•

TO CLEMSON

Chemistry or Biochemistry
Any Life Science
Pharmacy
Medical Technology
Nursing
Business Administration/Marketing

then this may be just the opportunity you're seeking.
Additional requirements include a strong desire to begin
your career in sales, a high sense of professionalism, and
an articulate, poised and self-confident manner.
Choose smart... choose Stuart! We offer full salary while
in training, salary and merit increases thereafter, outstanding career growth opportunities with promotion
from within, company car, relocation assistance, and an
excellent benefits program.

LOCAL INTERVIEWS-

G

will be held on campus on

MARCH 1 &2

Contact your placement office for details.

£

We now deliver your favorite pizza,
including our great Pizza Hut- Pan Pizza., right to your door

STUART
PHARMACEUTICALS

Just call 854-TO GO.
Clemson campus area only. 4 p.m. till closing.

division of ICI Americas Inc.

Wilmington,
Delaware 19897

\KMLS
pi^Za

An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F

■ i9H;i tea Hut iix
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CLEMSON UNIVERSITY CONCERT SERIES
presents

RICHARD MORRIS, Organist
and
MARTIN BERINBAUM, Trumpeter
in

Sounds of pageantry and grandeur fill
the air when TOCCATAS &
FLOURISHES appears on the stage.
The team of Richard Morris, organist,
and Martin Berinbaum, trumpeter, is
one of the most sought-after duos
currently performing. With their
unique combination of instruments
and their humorous and informative
insights into classical music, these
outstanding musicians perform a
staggering number of concerts each
season throughout North America
— testimony to their immense
popularity. They have appeared three
times on NBC's "Today" Show as
well as in New York City at Lincoln
Center's Alice Tully HalL On four
occasions they have appeared at the
Kennedy Center for the Performing
Arts in Washington, D.C, including a
performance on the special concert
series celebrating the presidential
inauguration.

Clemson University students
admitted FREE on presentation
of validated activity cards.
Others present season tickets or
individual tickets. Season tickets
($20 adults or $10 students) at
auditorium or in advance at
the Music Dept. Individual
tickets ($6 or $2 children) go on
sale at auditorium at 7:45 p.m.
Special Clemson University
date ticket at $2.00.

THURSDAY, FEB. 24 — 8:00 P.M. — TILLMAN HALL
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Basketball team's performance doesn't rate an Oscar
by Jim Gilstrap
sports editor
Wouldn't it be nice if Tiger basketball games were like some of the old
Walt Disney movies? You remember the ones —"Cinderella," "Snow
White and the Seven Dwarfs," and
"101 Dalmations."

Trailing
the Tiger
The bad guys always gained the
upper hand for a short time, but the
good guys eventually won in the
end. Yes, that's what the Tigers
need —more happy endings.
Did I list "Snow White and the
Seven Dwarfs?" Hmmm, sounds almost like coach Bill Foster and the
Tigers' front line.
But getting back to movies, we
notice that most of the modern
movies (those in the '80s) tend to
shy away from the storybook endings. Many times we leave the
theaters with tears running down
our cheeks and handkerchiefs in our
hands.
Don't get me wrong. I didn't cry
after Wednesday night's loss to
Wake Forest, and I didn't even have
my Tiger rag handy for noseblowing. But I was somewhat depressed, especially after the happy
ending to last Saturday night's
South Carolina game.
I thought the good guys might be
on the comeback trail, but again, I
was mistaken. You'd think you
could see consecutive movies with
satisfying endings (Tiger victories),
but in the town of Clemson, it
seems impossible, especially if
Littlejohn Coliseum is where you go
to view two-hour "picture shows."
Yes, Clemson basketball games
often remind me of going to see
movies at the local theaters. As in
the old flicks, the good guys still
wear white in Littlejohn; however,
they seldom win. And like many
modern films, the games are often
unpredictable, and some parts
aren't even fit to see.
Let's take a look at this week's
games, or movies. Of course, 111
need to title them first. Ill label the
USC game "Saturday Night Fever,"
while the Wake Forest game falls
under "Wednesday Night Woes."
"Saturday Night Fever"
Tiger fans probably expected to
see the same old reruns when they
took their seats Saturday evening,
but the curtain was drawn and a
different group of Tigers took to the
floor. The cast of characters was the
same; however, the players were
well rehearsed, unlike in past performances.
Clemson raced to a 13-point lead
and scored almost at will against
the co-stars from South Carolina.
USC's Jimmy Foster, accustomed to
playing the leading role, was overshadowed by the Tiger twosome of
Marc Campbell and Murray Jarman.
Campbell and Jarman combined
to make nine of 11 first half field
goal attempts to help give the Tigers
a 71-percent shooting average at
intermission.
Had Foster finally drawn up a
script that worked? Or would his
performers suffer yet another second half lapse?
That question was not answered
until the 3:35 mark in the second
half when freshman guard Warren
Wallace leaped high into the air and

jammed the ball through the hoop
to give Clemson a comfortable
seven-point cushion.
The bad guys mounted a furious
challenge and closed to within a
single point of the Tigers during the
final half, but the good guys held on
to preserve a happy ending and an
86-81 win.
Foster's directing was almost
flawless as the Tigers continued
their torrid shooting pace to finish
at 65 percent. And needless to say,
several Tigers starred in the
production.
Jarman poured in 19 points,
while Campbell bombed in 18
points from distant range. Chris
Michael added 15 points.
A near-capacity crowd rose to its
feet and cheered as the curtain

closed. The fans awaited an encore
performance and hoped for another
happy ending against Wake Forest.
"Wednesday Night Woes"
The Tigers, still thinking of their
award-winning performance against
USC, waltzed onto center stage at
Littlejohn Wednesday night to do
battle with conference-foe Wake
Forest.
After committing 10 turnovers
and playing poor help-out defense,
the Tigers found themselves down
12 points early in the second half to
the well-rehearsed Deacons.
Campbell and Jarman continued
to perform well, but Foster's crew
was slowly becoming a victim of its
own mistakes and Wake Forest's
transition game.

The critics on press row began to
shake their heads. "It's like an old
rerun," one said. The bad guys were
winning, and meanwhile, Foster
was shouting at his actors and tearing up the script.
But the Tigers' most consistent
performer of late, Jarman, was
prepared to ad-lib, and he did a
masterful job as the Tigers pulled to
within three points of Wake.
But Wake Forest stretched the
lead to seven, and again Foster
added another new actor to the set.
Freshman Anthony Jenkins entered
with eight minutes remaining and
finished the game with 17 points on
the strength of five three-point
baskets.
Jenkins couldn't quite pull off the
win for the good guys, but he gets

my nomination for best actor just
the same.
I enjoyed the change of pace at
last Saturday's USC game, but the
Tigers' next home game is on — you
guessed it-Wednesday night. The
Tigers have won only one game all
season in Littlejohn on Wednesday
night, and with Virginia coming to
town, don't count on win number
two.
And with less than 8000 fans at
the Wake game, the popularity of
Wednesday night's feature film is
dwindling. The film, "Wednesday
Night Woes," has played Littlejohn
all season long; we need a change.
Maybe the long-awaited release,
"Wednesday Night Win," will arrive
before the next showing with
Virginia.

Sooner Or Later
You'll Get Responsibility Like This.
In The Navy It's Sooner.
You're maneuvering
ment experience that
445 feet of guided
could take years in
missile frigate through
private industry. And
the navigational
they earn the decisionhazards and non-stop
making authority it
traffic of one of the
takes to make that
world's busiest ports.
responsibility pay off.
But you'll dock
As their managesafely. Because you
ment abilities grow,
know your equipment.
Navy officers can take
You know your men. And even when the advantage of advanced education and
responsibility weighs in at 3,600 tons...
training in fields as varied as operations
you're ready.
management, electronics, and systems
After four years of college, you're
analysis. In graduate school it would cost
ready for more responsibility than most
you thousands; in the Navy we pay you.
civilian jobs offer. Navy officers get the
And the Navy pays well. The startkind of job and responsibility they want, ing salary is $17,000 (more than most
and they get it sooner.
companies pay). And that's on top of a
Navy officers are part of the manage- comprehensive benefits program that
ment team after 16 weeks. Instead of boot can include special duty pay. After four
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Tigers top Cocks, lose to Deacs
by Alan Cannon
staff writer
Bill Foster's basketball team's
ability to control its opponents'
transition games proved to be the
key to a one-win, one-loss week for
the Tigers.
Clemson shut down South
Carolina's running game Saturday
night for an 86-81 win, but couldn't
stop the transition attack of Wake
Forest Wednesday evening and fell
to Deacs, 82-86.
Foster's troops are now 9-16
overall and 1-9 against Atlantic
Coast Conference competition.

photo Dy Mark Bailey

Murray Jarman, center, lifts a hook shot in Clemson's 86-81
win over use. Raymond Jones, 23, fights for position
underneath.

Clemson, forced to foul every
time.Wake had possession of the
ball, pulled within three on yet
another Jenkins three-pointer, but
could not close the final gap.
Murray Jarman led the Tigers in
scoring with 19 points. Jenkins
scored 17 points, although he
played only eight minutes.

South Carolina
An emotion-charged Tiger team
took the floor Saturday night, shot
71 percent from the field in the first
half, built up a five-point lead at
halftime, and staved off a South
Carolina comeback effort to put
together two solid halves of play for
the first time this season.
Wake Forest
The two teams traded baskets
The Tigers, coming off an emoevenly through the early minutes of
tional win over South Carolina,
the game until Clemson ran off 18
played uninspired and turnoverpoints for a 34-19 lead.
laden basketball throughout the
Campbell contributed eight of
first half. Wake came out in the secClemson's
points during that
ond half with back-to-back steals
and breakaway baskets, eventually , stretch, aided by a technical foul
directed at Carolina's bench, tie
building up a 14-point lead over
had stolen the ball from a
Clemson.
Gamecock guard, and broken away
The Tigers, handicapped by the
to attempt a layup. Carolina's
loss of starting point guard Mike
Gerald Peacock fouled Campbell in
Eppley to a knee sprain suffered
the act of shooting, but USC assistduring the South Carolina contest,
began to cut down on the Deacons' ant coach Steven Steinwedel disagreed with the referee enough to
lead, and when Anthony Jenkins hit
his first three-point basket of the rnerit a technical.
Campbell hit all four free throws,
evening, Wake's lead had diminished
and
Jenkins scored on the ensuing
to five.
Delaney Rudd stretched the possession for the Tigers to comDeacons' lead to seven with a plete the eight-point turnaround.
South Carolina was unable to
"coast-to-coast" steal and layup,
and Kenny Green slipped through overtake the Tigers after the eightthe Tigers' defense for a reverse point swing.
'It was a super win for us," Foster
layup to quench Clemson's comesaid. "We needed badly a win over a
back hopes.

good team.
"Before the game, we knew the
thing to do wasn't to go with the
young kids early," he said. "We felt
like that hurt us down at USC."
Foster continued his line-up experimentation against USC, his
12th different starting line-up of the
year, by going with a more seasoned
group consisting of two sophomores and three juniors.
'The older kids played really
well," Foster said, "and Marc
[Campbell] played really super. If
he had gotten tired and looked over
at me on the bench to come out, I'd
have turned and looked the other
way."
Campbell scored 18 points, dished
out 10 assists, and drew. two
charges against the Gamecocks.
Campbell's play earned him ACC
Player-of-the-Week honors.'
Jarman succeeded in taking away
USC's inside game of Jimmy Foster,
but it was Clemson's ability to control the Gamecocks' transition game
that was the key to the outcome.
'They [USC] killed us on transition down there, and that was a big
key for us tonight," Foster said. "We
really did a good job defensively;
they got only a couple of baskets on
transition."
Jarman led the Tigers in scoring
with 19, while pulling down five
rebounds.
'The thing about Jarman is that
he made three passes on the last
three possessions that helped keep
us ahead of them," Foster said.
"I hope this will start a roll," he
said. "We need to have a good finish
so we can build toward next year."

